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Summary
Our objective is to build a mathematical document classifier: a machine which
for a given mathematical document x, determines the mathematical subject area
c. In particular, we wish to construct the function f such that f(x,Θ) = c
where f requires the possibly unknown parameters Θ which may be estimated
using an existing corpus of labelled documents. The novelty here is that our
proposed classifiers will observe a mathematical document over dual vocabularies.
In particular, as a collection of both words and mathematical symbols.
In this thesis, we predominantly review the claims made in [1]: mathematical
document classification is possible via symbol frequency analysis. In particular,
we investigate whether this claim is justified: [1] contains no experimental evi-
dence which supports this. Furthermore, we extend this research further and in-
vestigate whether the inclusion of mathematical notational information improves
classification accuracy over the existing single vocabulary approaches. To do so,
we review a selection of machine learning methods for document classification and
refine and extend these models to incorporate mathematical notational informa-
tion and investigate whether these models yield higher classification performance
over existing word only versions.
In this research, we develop the novel mathematical document models “Dual
Latent Dirichlet Allocation” and “Dual Pachinko Allocation” which are exten-
sions to the existing topic models “Latent Dirichlet Allocation” and “Pachinko
Allocation” respectively. Our proposed models observe mathematical documents
over two separate vocabularies (words and mathematical symbols). Furthermore,
we present Online Variational Bayes for Pachinko Allocation and our proposed
models to allow for fast parameter estimation over a single pass of the data.
We perform systematic analysis on these models, and we verify the claims
made in [1], and furthermore, we observe that the inclusion of symbol data via
Dual Pachinko Allocation only yields in an increase of classification performance
over the single vocabulary variants and the prior art in this field.
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In this thesis, we investigate automatic mathematical document classification:
the technology to detect the subject area of new mathematical documents via
machine learning techniques. The novelty here is that current approaches to
document classification assume only a single vocabulary, unlike mathematical
documents which, by nature, span dual vocabularies (natural language and math-
ematical notation).
The claim to be tested is that accurate mathematical document classification
requires the inclusion of both the textual content and the mathematical nota-
tional content. To do so, we refine and extend existing document classification
techniques which operate over single vocabularies and introduce novel document
models which operate on dual vocabularies. Most notably, we introduce Dual
Pachinko Allocation in Chapter 7.
1.1 Introduction to the Problem
The digital era has dramatically changed the ways that academics search, pro-
duce, publish and disseminate their scientific work [2]. For example, there are
papers written in LATEX and rendered to PDF files, which are in turn published
to digital libraries such the arXiv; articles as web-pages on websites such as
Wikipedia; or collections of digital scans of existing paper copies such as Google
Books.
Vast amounts of mathematical documents are collected into online libraries
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each month1, and it is becoming increasingly important that this data be or-
ganised sufficiently well. Most importantly, these articles must be appropriately
labelled and tagged so that they are easily locatable by prospective readers.
A consequence of such a volume of articles and documents being collected
into these databases every month is that it is becoming harder and harder to
enforce good quality labelling. For example, many documents remain either
completely unlabelled, insufficiently labelled (e.g. only labelled with one of the
several appropriate categories) or simply incorrectly labelled (for example, a lazy
author may label a document as “General” so as not to leave the label empty).
An automated process to relieve the workload of manually checking the accuracy
and relevance of these labels is becoming more and more appealing since this is
already a massively time-consuming process and will only get worse if the rates
of submission continue to increase.
Intuitively, it seems that we as humans (with some prior mathematical knowl-
edge) can identify the area of mathematics of an article by observing the math-
ematical notation used. For example, if we see the formula “E = mc2” we may
assume the article is about, or at least partly about, physics. In fact, [1] demon-
strates that for a given mathematical subject area, the ordered set of the top six
most frequently used symbols are unique to this field which suggests that there
are possible grounds for a document classifier.
In the context of mathematical document classification, the inclusion of math-
ematical notation may introduce some potential difficulties since mathematics is
an inherently complicated language compared to natural language. In particular,
mathematics inherits the notions of homographs (words with the same spelling
but different meanings) and synonyms (words with different spellings but with
the same meaning). Mathematical homographs are symbols which have different
meanings. For example, the mathematical symbol “≤” is used to mean both
“less than” and “is a subgroup of”. Mathematical synonyms are when different
symbols may have the same meaning. For example, the mathematical symbols
“×” and “·” are both used to mean “multiply”. These properties arise from
the design of mathematics. In particular, when writing mathematics, the author
may define and redefine notation as they wish. In natural language, however, it
is uncommon for an author to redefine the meanings of words in a piece of text
1arXiv monthly submission rates: https://arxiv.org/stats/monthly_submissions
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while still maintaining readability. We describe mathematical notation in more
detail in Section 2.1.
The inspiration for handling symbols like words stems from the use of docu-
ment classification techniques in many other classification settings, for example,
photograph classification may be achieved by modelling photographs as collec-
tions of “visual” words which correspond to discrete visual features [3]. In this
research, we propose novel mathematical document models which operate over
dual vocabularies where we treat symbols like words, but from a separate vocab-
ulary. In particular, we introduce Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Chapter 5)
which discovers correlations between words and symbols, and Dual Pachinko Al-
location (Chapter 7) which captures correlations between words and correlations
between symbols separately.
Since these models operate over collections of discrete data and not specifi-
cally words and symbols, any development to these existing document classifica-
tion methods could be incorporated into other applications, specifically, scenarios
where observations comprise of discrete data from two separable feature spaces
(i.e. with features mapping to words and symbols). That is to say that the
technology behind mathematical document classification is not problem domain
specific.
1.2 Research Goals
In this section, we summarise the three main directions of this research.
First Direction of Research
Generative latent topic models such as the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model
[4] and the Pachinko Allocation model [5] are popular in the field of machine
learning but have not yet been explored in the context of mathematical document
classification. We wish to investigate the classification performance of these topic
models and compare to the prior art of mathematical document classification.
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Second Direction of Research
We have seen that there are grounds for mathematical document classification
via symbol frequency analysis:
• We aim to extend the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model to model mathe-
matical documents comprising of both words and mathematical symbols as
a random mixture of latent topics, namely Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
• Similarly, via Pachinko Allocation we aim to extend Dual Latent Dirichlet
Allocation to allow the modelling of the documents over mixtures of disjoint
word topics and symbol topics, which we name Dual Pachinko Allocation.
• By investigating the classification performance of the above models, we wish
to determine whether the inclusion of mathematical symbol data increases
classification accuracy over the corresponding single vocabulary approaches.
Third Direction of Research
Finally, parameter estimation for Latent Dirichlet Allocation can be done ef-
ficiently and accurately by using an adapted Variational Bayes method (Online
Variational Bayes) which requires only a single pass of the data [6]. We wish to de-
velop an equivalent formulation of the Variational Bayes algorithms for Pachinko
Allocation and our proposed models and further extend these algorithms to On-
line Variational Bayes.
1.3 Vocabulary and Notation
In this section, we outline common vocabulary and notation used in this the-
sis. The following list outlines the vocabulary used when discussing data and
documents.
• A word is the standard unit of discrete textual data which index into a
given vocabulary of words.
• A symbol is the standard unit of discrete mathematical notational data
which index into a given vocabulary of mathematics. A symbol token does
10
not necessarily have to consist of one character: in this thesis, we consider all
mathematical identifiers and operators as symbols which include compound
symbols such as “5” and function identifiers such as “sin”. This notion
is in line with the MathML mathematical identifier tokens described in
Appendix 2.2.
• A document is a collection of words, a mathematical document is a collection
of words and symbols. These are unordered collections; they are simply lists
of the words/symbols which appear in the documents in no particular order.
• A class is a discrete label indexed from a set of given subject areas that
may tag a document. For example, an author may tag a document with the
classes corresponding to the labels according to the Mathematics Subject
Classification scheme which we describe in Appendix A.2.
The following outlines the vocabulary used when discussing latent topic models.
• A word/symbol topic is a probability distribution of word/symbol instances
over their respective vocabularies.
• A word/symbol topic index is a discrete index belonging to a word/symbol
which indexes a set of word/symbol topics.
• A topic mixture is a vector of proportions of topic indices residing in a docu-
ment. Alternatively, a topic mixture may also be considered as a probability
distribution of word/symbol topic indices.
Table 1.1 outlines the mathematical notation used in this thesis.
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Probability Distributions
Dir(α) Dirichlet distribution with parameter α
Cat(θ) Categorical distribution with parameter θ
Model Dimensions
V, V s Number of words/symbols in a vocabulary
N,N s Number of words/symbols in a document
K,Ks Number of latent word/symbol topics of a corpus
S Number of latent super-topics of a corpus
D Number of documents in a corpus
Data
w, s, c Word/symbol/class index, indicator vector
w, s, c Word/symbol/class index, integer label
Model Parameters
α,αs Dirichlet parameter(s) on document word/symbol topic
mixtures
αr Dirichlet parameter on document super-topic mixtures
η,ηs Dirichlet parameter on document word/symbol topics
Θ The set of model parameters.
Latent Variables
z, zs Word/symbol (super) topic indices, indicator vector
z, zs Word/symbol (super) topic indices, integer
z′, z′s Word/symbol topic indices, indicator vector
z′, z′s Word/symbol topic indices, integer
θ,θs (Per super-topic) word/symbol topic mixtures
β,βs Per topic word/symbol mixtures
H The set of latent (hidden) variables
Variational Parameters
γ,γs Dirichlet parameter on word/symbol topic mixtures
γr Dirichlet parameter on super-topic mixtures
λ,λs Dirichlet parameter on word/symbol topics
φ,φs Multinomial parameter on word/symbol super-topic in-
dices
φ′,φ′s Multinomial parameter on word/symbol topic indices
F The set of free variational parameters




The main idea that underpins this thesis is that the accurate classification of
mathematical documents by content requires both word and symbol data. In this
chapter, we provide evidence to support the fact that we are indeed addressing a
literature gap of importance.
We begin by developing an anecdotal argument in support of our intuition. We
continue, by describing the literature that also addresses our problem, showing
that others advance to same intuition and provide at least some empirical support
for it; however, these approaches are vulnerable to some criticisms. We advocate
a more principled approach: we outline document models with strong Bayesian
foundations which assume strong statistical structures of the documents. These
approaches, however, do not address our problem directly; they assume that
classification over a single vocabulary is sufficient, whereas we assert the need for
a dual vocabulary.
To summarise, the prior art either addresses our problem directly but in an
unprincipled way using various ad hoc methods, or addresses classification in a
principled way but assumes a weaker statistical structure than we assert. Our
contribution is to investigate the classification of mathematical documents by
content, using both words and symbols, in a principled way.
2.1 The Case for Using Notation
Mathematical notation is essential for communicating complex mathematical con-
cepts and over many years, notational conventions have developed to ensure bet-
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ter clarity of the mathematics presented [7]. Notational conventions vary from
subject area to subject area. For example, in group theory the symbol “≤” is
more likely to mean “is a subgroup of” as opposed to the more familiar “is less
than” relation. Similarly, capital letters G, H are more likely to denote groups
where lower case letters i and n are more likely to indicate numbers which make
snippets like H ≤ G and i ≤ n easier to interpret. In fact, we have seen the
ensuing snippet in some group theory lecture notes:
Theorem:
“Suppose Hi ≤ G for i ≤ n, then . . . ”
This statement is particularly interesting; in the lecturer’s effort to save time
and/or chalk, they can omit various details and still communicate the ideas. The
lecturer does not explicitly declare what H, G, i and n are, and overloads the
symbol “≤” in a single statement, yet the student can still determine (perhaps
with a little bit of effort) that the lecturer is likely trying to communicate the
following:
Theorem:
“Let G be a group and suppose Hi are subgroups of G for integers i =
1, 2, . . . , n for some positive integer n, then . . . ”
Most authors write mathematics with these conventions in mind, yet they may
wish to circumvent such conventions and possibly redefine or introduce new nota-
tion. In some cases, authors use these new notations without explanation which
unfortunately means that there are some truly difficult pieces of mathematics to
read [8].
To summarise, mathematics can be ambiguous and confusing. To address this,
authors usually adhere to notational conventions, and in particular, the subject
area strongly influences the notation used.
2.2 Types of Digital Mathematics
Here we list common examples of digitised mathematics.
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PDF from LATEX
The most common format for mathematical documents are rendered from LATEX
source code. LATEX
1 is a document preparation system for high-quality typeset-
ting, most often used for technical and scientific documents. As for mathematics,
the author can provide the structure of any mathematics without having to worry










Notice that the author has provided no information about the positioning or font
sizes of the various terms and that the fractions and square root operator have
been rendered appropriately.
Most documents which are written in LATEX are rendered to PDF, a file format
which encapsulates all the information needed to display the document such as
fonts and graphics. In most cases, when rendering LATEX documents, the struc-
ture of the mathematics is lost, for example, in a PDF file, the above equation
may be represented as an arbitrary set of characters with corresponding geomet-
ric locations. Such representations do not necessarily encode things like which
superscript “2” belongs to which symbol which the author has declared in the
above LATEX snippet. It is worth noting here that there is progress in encoding
this structural information in a PDF from LATEX file [9] but this tends not to
be done in practice since this requires significant amounts of effort (i.e. heavily
modified LATEX code and a modified version of pdfLATEX).
MathML
MathML [10] is a application of XML designed to encode mathematics. In par-


























Figure 2-1: Graph of the MathML presentation markup of the expression cosA =
1− 2 sin2 A
2
layer of mathematics. The presentation layer only encodes how the mathematics
is to be displayed, e.g. typesetting instructions. The content layer encodes the
semantic meaning of the mathematics, i.e. explicitly and unambiguously describ-
ing the mathematical meaning. For example, the snippet of mathematics “(0, 1)”
could be represented as a description of the presentation of the mathematics (the
presentation layer), for example “the Unicode symbols: ‘left parenthesis’, ‘zero’,
‘comma’, ‘one’, ‘right parenthesis’” or a description of the mathematics itself
(the content layer), for example “The open interval from zero to one”. Note
that presentation and content cannot be related to a one to one mapping but
instead a many-to-many mapping; mathematical notation (i.e. presentation) can
be ambiguous, and that an author may present the same piece of semantics can
in many ways. An example of the expression cosA = 1 − 2 sin2 A
2
expressed in
MathML presentation markup is given Appendix E.1.
Since XML is inherently a tree structure, we can visualise MathML script as a
graph. Figure 2-1 shows the above expression in MathML presentation markup as
a graph. The leaves of the graph are <mi>, <mo> and <mn> nodes which correspond
to mathematical identifiers, operators and numbers respectively.
We remind ourselves that the above representation is Presentation MathML.
In particular, we see that there is no information encoded to say the superscript
in “sin2” corresponds to exponentiation (and not function composition), or more
interestingly the concatenation “2 sin” is a multiplication but the concatenation
“cosA” is a function application. An example of the MathML content markup of






















Figure 2-2: Graph of the MathML content markup of the expression cosA =
1− 2 sin2 A
2
Here the MathML content markup explicitly states the interaction between
the various sub-expressions using the <apply> tag. Also notice that it avoids
using the layout tags <msup> and <mfrac> and uses the explicit content opera-
tors <power/> and <divide/> instead. We note that some of these interactions
could be explicitly stated in MathML presentation using “invisible” mathematical
operators such as <mo>&InvisibleTimes</mo> and <mo>&FunctionApply</mo>.
Meta-data
Meta-data refers to any additional information included with an article which
describes any useful or relevant information about the article itself, which allows
the efficient location of articles. For example, information about the author
or publisher, and research areas covered by the article. The state of scientific
publications relies heavily on the ability to search and retrieve relevant articles
[2]. For example, according to [11], the most-cited articles are those of easiest
access, in particular, those available online with complete meta-data.
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2.3 Approaches to Mathematical Document
Classification
In this section, we review and take inspiration from the current approaches to
mathematical document classification. In particular, the work in [1] which inves-
tigates the use of symbol frequency analysis, and the work in [12] and [13] which
explore general document classification techniques.
2.3.1 Symbol Frequency Analysis
The intuition in Section 2.1 suggests that the choice of mathematical symbols
contain some extra information about the mathematical content and is not just
an identifier. The observation that the symbols used depend on the subject area
agrees with the assertion made in [1] which we now review.
The claim in this paper is that for each mathematical subject area, the or-
dered set of most commonly used symbols are unique, and furthermore, that
mathematical document classification is possible via symbol frequency analysis.
We identify a gap in the research here: although the author sufficiently justi-
fies the claim with experimental evidence. There are no practical experiments
which support the conclusion that document classification is possible via symbol
frequency analysis. This observation is our motivation to investigate the use of
mathematical notation in mathematical document classification.
2.3.2 Single Vocabulary Approaches
In this section we review the contributions mathematical document classification
in [12] and [13]. We identify some concerns with the techniques used [12] which
yields biased results. Furthermore, the authors in [13] highlight the same concerns
and then present a solution to a realistic and unbiased problem setting. Briefly,
the main difference between these two papers is that the work in [12] attempts
to classify documents labelled with exactly one subject area, whilst the work in
[13] endeavours to classify all subject areas of multi-labelled documents.
We first review the work in [12]. In this paper, the authors explore vari-
ous combinations machine learning methods applied to mathematical document
classification. The authors publish exciting results which boast extremely high
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classification performance. We notice that there is a bias in the results here due
to the nature of the problem setting. In particular, the data is aggressively pre-
processed both at the document level and at the corpus level, and furthermore,
articles are only considered if they are labelled with exactly one of the twenty
most popular subject areas. As a result, the classifiers examined are trained and
tested only on documents which are potentially the easiest to classify. Thus, this
approach is unsuitable for real world applications.
We now review the work in [13]. In this paper, the authors address a more
realistic problem setting: where documents can belong to many subject areas,
and attempt to classify mathematical documents by observing their abstracts.
Furthermore, the authors briefly describe a technique used to prevent over-fitting
of the classifiers via the construction of balanced training and testing partitions.
We describe this technique in detail in Section 3.5.
Finally, the authors briefly examine what effect the inclusion of the mathemat-
ical notation has on classification performance and demonstrate the possibility
of performance gain via some empirical experiments. However, similar to [12],
these experiments are performed on a carefully selected subset of the data. The
authors discard all abstracts containing only trivial formulae or no formulae at
all and thus this method is not directly applicable to real world applications.
2.4 Approaches to General Document Classifi-
cation
In this section, we discuss the current approaches general document classification.
The literature which we outline in Section 2.3 fundamentally base their work
on discriminative models (in particular, SVM classification) which operate on
large feature sets. Furthermore, these are fully supervised models; documents
with missing labels are not included in the training corpora. These traditional
discriminative classification methods used make little or no attempt to reveal the
probabilistic structure and correlation within both input and output spaces [14].
There is an increasing interest in generative methods since these can exploit
data with missing labels in addition to the labelled data [15]. We now review two
popular generative document models. Firstly, we review Latent Dirichlet Allo-
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cation, a document model based on the Dirichlet probability distribution, which
assumes that the content of a document can be described as a mixture of latent
(unobserved) topics. Secondly, we review Pachinko Allocation, a generalisation
of Latent Dirichlet Allocation which imposes a stronger hierarchical statistical
framework.
2.4.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
In this section, we briefly outline the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model
presented in [4] which we describe in detail in Chapter 4.
In the context of document modelling, Latent Dirichlet Allocation assumes
that each document can be represented by a random mixture of latent topics,
where these topics are each characterised by a distribution of words.
Topics can be thought of as anonymous bins of words. For example, one bin
may contain the words “finance” and “interest”; another may contain the words
“government” and “election”; and a third containing “health” and “hospital”. A
document may contain words from all bins, but may be weighted towards some
bins more than others. These topics are not to be confused with subject areas;
the topics of a document correspond to these anonymous distributions of words,
the subject areas of a document correspond to observable labels which describe
the content.
LDA can be used as an efficient filtering algorithm for feature selection with-
out a decrease in classification performance. In particular, [16] shows that an
SVM classifier trained on these topic mixtures yields an increase in classification
performance over an SVM classifier trained on the word features directly. The
feature selection of LDA is unsupervised; the parameter estimation step does
not require labelled documents. In particular, this means any documents in the
training corpus with missing labels can still be used to obtain the optimal topics
and then discarded when performing supervised training on the labelled topic
mixtures.
Inference in [4] is achieved via Batch Variational Bayes [17] which can be
memory intensive, in particular, the algorithm requires many passes of the train-
ing corpus. In contrast, the Online Variational Bayes inference procedure for
LDA outlined in [6] requires only a single pass of the training corpus.
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2.4.2 Four-Level Pachinko Allocation
We now briefly outline the Pachinko Allocation model presented in [5], in par-
ticular, Four-Level Pachinko Allocation which we describe in detail in Chapter
6.
Pachinko Allocation provides a hierarchical generalisation of the Latent Dirich-
let Allocation model. In particular, the Four-Level Pachinko Allocation model
not only discovers word correlations as topics (as LDA does), it also discovers
topic correlations as super-topics. The Pachinko Allocation model generalises
upwards to capture multiple levels of topic correlations. The hierarchical struc-
ture Pachinko Allocation is reminiscent of Pachinko machines2 which gives rise
to the name.
In [5], inference for Four-Level Pachinko Allocation is achieved via Gibbs
sampling: a powerful, but a computationally intensive inference process. We
have seen that Online Variational Bayes is a useful extension to LDA, yet we
are not aware of an example of Online Variational Bayes for Pachinko Alloca-
tion although [18] alludes to a Batch Variational Bayes algorithm for Four-Level
Pachinko Allocation.
2.5 Conclusions
We identify three key gaps in the literature in the context of mathematical doc-
ument classification:
• By nature, mathematics consists of both text and mathematical notation.
However, current approaches to mathematical document classification do
not sufficiently explore the use of both textual and notational content.
• The current single vocabulary based approaches to mathematical docu-
ment classification focus on traditional discriminative classifiers. Current
approaches do not sufficiently explore the probabilistic structure of math-
ematical documents, nor do they account for the possibility of partially
labelled data.
2a traditional Japanese game, in which balls are dropped and navigate through an arrange-
ment of pins until landing in various bins at the bottom
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• The LDA model is a very powerful tool for document classification, notably
when equipped with Online Variational Bayes. Pachinko Allocation, how-
ever, is an interesting generalisation of LDA, but we have seen no examples
Online Variational Bayes to provide fast inference.
To summarise, the current approaches to both general and mathematical doc-
ument classification do not sufficiently address our problem. Our contribution is
to investigate classifying mathematical documents by content, using both words
and symbols, in a principled way, while presenting computationally efficient meth-




The primary claim to be tested in this thesis is that accurate mathematical
document classification requires both textual and notational content. In this
chapter, we introduce the experimental set-up we use to validate this claim.
We start with a corpus of partially labelled mathematical documents where
the authors of the documents provide subject areas labels according to the Math-
ematics Subject Classification Scheme [19]. With this data, we encounter the
author-labelling problem: authors are inconsistent with when it comes to the
level of labelling they provide which presents a significant problem in multi-label
classification. We describe this issue in more depth in Section 3.2, and also how
some of the previously criticised preprocessing in [12] may be used to circumvent
this concern in the context of performance evaluation.
To perform multi-labelled classification, we construct an ensemble of binary
classifiers, one for each subject area. Similar to [13], we prevent over-fitting by
partitioning the data into per-class partitions where we balance the amount of
positive and negative training examples in each partition to equal numbers and
the negative examples are drawn uniformly from all negative categories.
We then outline the general machine learning framework, in particular, classi-
fication via general latent topic models and discriminative classifiers, and finally,




The data used for our experiments comes from the NTCIR dataset [20]. This
dataset consists of a collection of approximately 104,000 scientific documents
obtained from the arXiv converted to MathML, an XML-based document format
which we describe in detail in Section 2.2. We choose to use this dataset for our
research because the XML structure [21] of the document allows us to extract
the mathematics from the relevant MathML tags easily.
The NTCIR dataset is also endowed with useful meta-data. In particular,
approximately 35,000 documents are author labelled according to Mathematics
Subject Classification scheme [19]. We describe the Mathematics Subject Classi-
fication labelling system in detail in Appendix A.2.
3.2 The Author Labelling Problem
In this section, we outline the difficulties of using author labelled documents in
our machine learning framework. We begin with a comment made by an editor
at Mathematical Reviews (MR) [22], an online database which contains reviews,
bibliographic information, and mathematics subject classifications.
Each item in the MR database receives precisely one primary classification,
which is the MSC code that describes its principal contribution. When submit-
ting a document for review at MR, authors are asked for suggestions for the
appropriate MSC codes which are also taken into consideration.
“An author may claim, or have pretensions, to be working in some areas whose
relevance is only clear to them. On the other hand, at Mathematical Reviews
there was a range of styles in assigning MSC codes; one editor tended to feel if
there were a code in one of his areas that were just fine and quite enough; others
heeded the call to express through codes all the subjects where there was significant
work or relevance.”
- Patrick Ion, Mathematical Reviews.1
1Personal communication
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By nature, the author provided labels of the documents in the NTCIR dataset
introduce both subjective labelling as well as inconsistent levels of labelling be-
tween documents. Such inconsistencies will have a significant impact on classi-
fication quality. Since imposing a non-subjective labelling system is infeasible,
we seek alternative methods to avoid these problems. MR impose an editorial
system to alleviate this, but inconsistencies are still evident.
To address the issues of the quality of the author labelling of the NTCIR
dataset, we attempt to alleviate some of the inconsistencies between the authors
by also performing our experiments on a uni-labelled version of the data. We
arrange our data similar to [12]: we train our classifiers only on documents la-
belled with exactly one of the twenty most common top-level MSC codes. We
impose one key difference: instead of discarding the remaining documents, we
treat them as unlabelled and use these in the unsupervised layer of the machine
learning framework which we describe later. This process leaves us with approx-
imately 15,000 labelled documents.
Of course, the use of the uni-labelled dataset does not completely address
the author labelling problem. Even though the level of labelling will be consis-
tent throughout the dataset, some of the documents may be under-labelled, for
example, an author may provide only one label when multiple labels are more
appropriate. Furthermore, authors could simply mislabel some documents.
3.3 Document Level Preprocessing
In this section, we outline the document level preprocessing steps of the XML
documents contained in the NTCIR dataset. In particular, we outline word and
symbol feature extraction and filtering methods.
Feature Extraction
Firstly, we extract the words and symbols from the documents. We identify words
as text within the document which does not belong to a <math> tag. We identify
symbols as text which belongs to the either one of the MathML mathematical
operator tags <mo>, or the MathML mathematical identifier tags <mi>.
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Noise Filtering
We perform standard text pre-processing techniques to remove and group various
words from the data [23]. To remove unnecessary words, we use the Natural Lan-
guage Tool Kit package for Python [24] to remove a standard list of stopwords
such as “and”, “of”, and “the”. We then stem the words using the Snowball stem-
ming algorithm [25] to collect words which share the same root, such as “solve”,
“solves”, and “solving”. Finally, we compile word and symbol vocabularies and
filter out any extreme tokens: words and symbols which appear in more than
50% of the total number of documents or appear in less than five documents in
the corpus
3.4 Data Partitioning
We introduce a data partitioning process which ensures that the classifiers are
trained appropriately on the characteristics of both positive and negative in-
stances of each class. This process prevents the classifiers being influenced by a
biassed set of negative examples [26].
We outline a data partitioning process briefly alluded to in [13], which yields
balanced training and testing partitions for each class, each with sufficient num-
bers of positive examples, balanced uniformly with negative examples of the other
classes. Figure 3-1 shows the overall structure of a balanced partition and outline
the full partitioning process below.
1. Separate the labelled documents in the corpus and set aside all unlabelled
documents for unsupervised training.
2. For each class:
• Separate the positive and negative examples for this class.
• Randomly select 10% of the positive examples and tag as test docu-
ments for this class.
• For each of these documents, tag this also as test documents for any
negatively labelled classes. This step prevents too many positive ex-
amples being set aside for testing.
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Class j1 6= i
(Positive Instances)
Class j2 6= i
(Positive Instances)
...















Figure 3-1: Structure of a balanced partition for the ith class out of C. The
sub-partitions (shaded) are used for testing.
• Balance the number of positive and negative examples by adding or
removing negative examples of this class maintaining uniformity across
all other classes where possible.
3. Set aside all documents tagged for testing. We do not use these documents
for training.
4. For each class:
• Collect the remaining positive examples for this class and tag these as
training documents for this class
• Collect the same number of negative examples balanced uniformly
across all other classes and also tag these as training documents for
this class.
Note that these per-class training partitions are not necessarily disjoint; doc-
uments can appear as positive and negative examples in multiple partitions. As
a result, the final partitions may not be perfectly balanced but with a sufficiently













Figure 3-2: Structure of the Unsupervised Layer of the Machine Learning Frame-
work
3.5 Machine Learning Framework
In this section, we describe the machine learning framework of our experimental
set-up. The machine learning framework consists of two layers. Firstly, the
unsupervised layer is the document modelling step which transforms a corpus
of both labelled and unlabelled documents into a collection of feature vectors.
Secondly, the supervised layer trains a supervised classifier using the labelled
documents via these feature vectors.
Unsupervised Layer
The unsupervised layer of our classifier is responsible for feature extraction. In
particular, given a corpus of documents, we wish to determine a small set of
attributes that we can use as a basis for document representation. We require that
this feature representation must preserve document similarity; similar documents
regarding subject area should have similar feature vectors.
Formally, this step creates the document model of our corpus: given a corpus
of documents and any dimensional information the model requires, yields a set
of parameters which describe the model, and the corpus as feature vectors. This
model should be unsupervised; this model should not require the document labels



























Figure 3-3: Structure of the Supervised Layer
Supervised Layer
Once we have a collection of labelled feature vectors, we can train an ensemble
of binary classifiers to classify a document as positively or negatively belonging
to each class. To do so, we first create balanced training partitions containing
positive and negative examples of each document class. Secondly, given a bal-
anced training partition, we create a binary classifier for the respective document
class. Finally, the ensemble of each of these classifiers becomes the required
multi-labelled classifier. Figure 3-3 provides a diagrammatic illustration of the
supervised layer.
The previous sections outline the components of the machine learning frame-
work used in this thesis. In particular, the design generalised to allow the util-
isation of any document model in the unsupervised layer, and the use of any
collection of binary classifiers in the supervised layer. By making adjustments
to the partitioning process, we may replace the ensemble of classifiers with any
multi-label classifier. Figure 3-4 shows the flow of documents in the machine

















Figure 3-4: The flow of documents in the machine learning framework. The
test documents are separated from the training partitions and not sent to the
unsupervised layer. Only the labelled mixtures are passed to the supervised
layer.
supervised layer fit together.
Document Classification
In this section, we outline the classification process of a document. By completing
the training process, we obtain the following:
• The document model parameters which are needed to model an unseen
document as a feature vector from the unsupervised layer.
• An ensemble of binary classifiers which predict the labels for a previously
unseen document using the supervised layer.
The classification process is straightforward: to classify an unseen document, we
represent it as a feature vector according to the document model obtained in the
unsupervised layer and then run this feature vector through the classifier obtained




















Figure 3-5: Structure of the document classification process. Each binary classi-
fier returns 0 or 1 corresponding to the prediction of the document belonging to
its respective class.
this feature vector (and, in turn, the document) belongs to that respective class,
and 0 otherwise. Figure 3-5 shows a diagrammatic illustration of the document
classification process.
3.6 Outline of Experiments
Chapters 4 to 7 describe four document models on which we perform our ex-
periments. We have two document models over single vocabularies: the word-
only models Latent Dirichlet Allocation in Chapter 4, and Pachinko Allocation
in Chapter 6; and two document models over dual vocabularies: Dual Latent
Dirichlet Allocation in Chapter 5, and Dual Pachinko Allocation in Chapter 7.
We control each of these models with a selection of model dimensions of which
we try various combinations for each experiment. Each experiment consists of a
train/test phase:
1. Data partitioning: randomly partition the data as described in Section 3.5.
2. Unsupervised layer: fit the document model on the training partitions.
3. Supervised layer: train the per-class binary classifiers on the labelled feature
vectors returned by the unsupervised layer.
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4. Attempt to classify the documents in the test partition and measure classi-
fication performance using the performance measures which we describe in
Appendix C.3.
We repeat each experiment sixteen times using different random partitions of
training/test data and compare the distributions of the classification performance.
We perform the experiments in this thesis are on “Balena” [27], the High-
Performance Computing Facility at the University of Bath on compute nodes
with the specifications outlined in Table 3.1. Each node of Balena has 16 cores,
so each experiment of 16 repetitions can be run in parallel on a single node in
parallel.
System Dell PowerEdge C8220
CPU 2X Intel E5-2650 v2 (20M Cache, 2.60 GHz)
Memory 64 GB DDR3-1866 MHz (8GB X 8)
OS Scientific Linux release 6.5 (Carbon)
No. of Nodes 88




The primary objective of this research is to create a dual vocabulary generative
latent topic model for mathematical corpora. We begin by studying the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation model (LDA) presented in [4], with the intention to adapt
and refine this single vocabulary model to operate on a dual vocabulary. We em-
phasise that the methods outlined in this chapter are not novel; indeed, LDA is a
popular tool for classification problems1. The novelty of this chapter is that we
explore the applications of LDA in the context of mathematical document classi-
fication. In particular, we outline the methods in this chapter so as to understand
the model in detail and study the approaches to inference and classification with
the intention of using these as a basis of the original work which we present in
following chapters.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a probabilistic generative model for collections
of discrete data. In the context of document modelling, LDA assumes that each
document can be represented by a random mixture of latent topics, where these
topics are each characterised by a distribution of words. In particular, LDA
attributes each word in a document to exactly one of these latent topics. [4]
describes efficient inference techniques based on variational methods and an EM
algorithm which approximates these latent topics from a corpus of documents.
This inference process is further extended in [6] which outlines a significantly
faster variant.
The topic mixture representation of a document according to LDA is a pow-
1At the time of print, Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.co.uk) reports over 15,000
citations for [4]
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erful feature representation. Modelling documents as collections of word features
requires classification over a very rich, but vast feature space [28]. In contrast,
the topic mixture representation provides a significant dimension reduction to
the feature space and still preserves document similarity; we may easily classify
in this low-dimensional space instead.
To summarise, in this chapter, we first provide a detailed outline of the La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation model as described in [4], and furthermore, the Online
Variational Bayes method presented in [6]. Secondly, we describe document clas-
sification via LDA, and finally, we perform various sets of experiments and discuss
classification performance on our mathematical corpora.
4.1 Statistical Background
The LDA model is based heavily on the Categorical and Dirichlet probability
distributions. In this section, we briefly outline these distributions and some of
the key properties required for the mathematics in this and following chapters.
The Categorical Distribution
The Categorical distribution is the special case of the Multinomial distribution
with only one trial [29]: given the number of categories K ≥ 2, and a probability
vector θ = [θ1, . . . , θK ], the Categorical distribution models the set of indicator
vectors z which index one of K possible outcomes, where the probability of each
outcome is specified by the corresponding entry in θ. The probability density





and furthermore, the entries of the expected value of z is given by
E[zi|θ] = θi (4.2)
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Notation
It is usually more convenient in calculations to express z as an indicator vector
as above, however, in some calculations, it is more useful to have an integer
representation corresponding to the non-zero entry (usually when we wish to use
z to index a row in a matrix). In this case, we will use z (non-boldface) to denote
the corresponding integer label. For example, if z = [0, 0, 1, 0] then we define
z = 3.
The Dirichlet Distribution
The Dirichlet distribution is a continuous generalisation of the multinomial dis-
tribution. In particular, given the number of categories K ≥ 2 and concentration
parameter α = [α1, . . . ,αK ] of positive real numbers, the Dirichlet distribution
models the space of probability vectors of length K. The probability density

















We make a note of two useful properties of the Dirichlet distribution. In











where Ψ denotes the digamma function; the first derivative of the log Gamma
function.
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4.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
We now describe in detail the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model presented in
[4]. LDA is a probabilistic generative model, where in the context of document
modelling, LDA assumes that a document can be represented by a mixture of
latent topics where these latent topics are each characterised by a distribution
of words. In particular, each word is attributed to a latent topic via a latent
topic index. Moreover, LDA assumes that the documents are generated by first
sampling a latent topic mixture, and then Categorically sampling words from
topics proportional to the entries in this topic mixture.
Formally, this model assumes that the number latent topics K, and the size
of the vocabulary V are both known and fixed, the lengths of each document Nd
are Poisson distributed with parameters ξ, and that the K topics are Dirichlet
distributed with smoothing parameter η. We note that the Poisson assumption
is not critical to anything that follows in this Chapter.
Given the Dirichlet prior α on the topic mixtures, and topics β1, . . . ,βK ,
LDA assumes the generative process of a document wd outlined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Generative process of a document under LDA
Sample topic mixture θd ∼ Dir(α).
Sample number of words Nd ∼ Poisson(ξ).
for each of the Nd words do
Sample topic index j = zdn ∼ Cat(θd).
Sample word index wdn ∼ Cat(βj).
end for
Under this generative process, given the model parameters α and η, the joint
distribution of a document wd with the latent topic mixture θd, topic indices zd,








where H denotes the set of latent variables, and Θ denotes the set of model
parameters. The factors p(θd|α), p(βj|η) are given by the probability density






Figure 4-1: Graphical model representation of LDA
function of the Categorical distribution, and finally, the factors p(wdn|zdn,β) are
characterised by the probability density function of the Categorical distribution
given by p(wdn|βzdn).
Figure 4-1 illustrates the LDA model as a probabilistic graphical model [31]:
a graph-like diagram where the directed edges denote dependencies between ran-
dom variables and the plates denote the numbers of repeated nodes. Figure 4-1
makes clear the three levels of the model, in particular, we highlight the depen-
dencies of:
1. The words on the word level topic indices.
2. The topic indices on the document level topic mixtures.
3. The topic mixtures on the corpus level Dirichlet prior.
Figure 4-2 shows an example of the topic mixtures for three documents and
three topics under the LDA model.
4.2.1 Topic Mixture Representation
The LDA model allows us to characterise a document wd as the proportions of
the topic indices zd. In particular, this is the normalised frequency count of the







where the jth entry of z¯d represents the weight of topic j in the document.
The space of the possible topic mixtures z¯d is the (K− 1) dimensional proba-
bility simplex ∆K−1: the space of non-negative 1×K vectors which sum to one.
Figure 4-3 shows an example of the embedding of topic mixtures in the simplex
∆2; the case when K = 3.
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Figure 4-2: Example topic mixtures and corresponding topics under LDA.
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Topic 1 Topic 2
Topic 3
Figure 4-3: Example of documents embedded in the simplex ∆2.
This geometric interpretation of the topic mixtures z¯d illustrates the concept
of document similarity via topic mixtures: collections of similar documents (re-
garding subject area) form clusters in this space of topic mixtures. We use this
notion as the basis for supervised document classification in which we describe
in Section 4.4.
4.3 Inference
We now outline the process for solving for latent variables in the LDA model.
Given the model parameters, we wish to determine the values of the latent vari-




This posterior distribution is intractable to compute in general since the
marginal distribution p(wd|Θ) of a document expressed in terms of the latent
variables is intractable to compute due to the interaction between θd and β [32].




We now outline the Batch Variational Bayes inference method as described in [4].
The general concept of convexity based variational inference is to use Jensen’s
inequality to obtain a lower bound of the log likelihood [33], which can then be
adjusted to obtain the tightest lower bound. In particular, we consider a lower
bound indexed by a set of free variational parameters, where these parameters
can be optimised to find the tightest lower bound.
To achieve this, we consider a simpler version of the graphical model in Figure
4-1 and augment this model with a set of free variational parameters. In particu-
lar, we consider the graphical model outlined in Figure 4-4, where we retain only
the nodes θ, z, and β and introduce the free variational parameters γ, φ and λ,








where F denotes the set of free variational parameters, and qd characterises the





In Equations (4.7) and (4.8), the factors q(θd|γd) and q(βj|λj) are given
by the probability density function of the Dirichlet distribution, and the fac-
tors q(zdn|φdn) are given by the probability density function of the Categorical
distribution.
Figure 4-4 makes clear the difference between the variational distribution and
the full LDA model, and furthermore, highlights that a unique parameter governs
each of the latent variables at the same level [34]. For example, the document
level parameters θd depend on document level variational parameters γd and not
a corpus level parameter.












Figure 4-5: Graphical model representation of LDA
that −log is convex and employ Jensen’s inequality2. We first marginalise over
the latent variables and introduce the variational distribution q by expressing the
log-likelihood as follows









By applying Jensen’s inequality to the right hand side of the above equation, we








q(H|F) log q(H|F)dθ dβ
Finally, we note that this lower bound can be expressed in terms of expected
values over the variational distribution q. In particular, we express the above
inequality as
log p(w|Θ) ≥ Eq[log p(H,w|Θ)]− Eq[log q(H|F)] (4.9)
2For a random variable X and convex function f , then f(E[X]) ≤ E[f(X)].
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We let L denote the right-hand side of Equation (4.9) as a function of F
given the model parameters Θ and call this the Evidence Lower Bound. We now
rewrite L as a sum of expectations using the factorisations of p and q to obtain
L(F ; Θ) =
D∑
d=1
Ld(F ; Θ) + Eq[log p(β|η)]− Eq[log q(β|λ)] (4.10)
where Ld, the contribution of the dth document to the Evidence Lower Bound,
is given by
Ld(F ; Θ) = Eq[log p(θd|α)] + Eq[log p(zd|θd)] + Eq[log p(wd|zd,β)]
− Eq[log q(θd|γd)]− Eq[log q(zd|φd)]
(4.11)
We now have a lower bound on the log-likelihood of the corpus given an
arbitrary variational distribution q as required. We now wish to minimise the
difference between the log-likelihood and this lower bound. It can be verified that
this difference is the KL divergence3 between the variational posterior probability
q(H|F) and the true posterior probability p(H|w,Θ). Finally, by rewriting the
log-likelihood in terms of the Evidence Lower Bound and this KL divergence, we
obtain
log p(w|Θ) = L(F ; Θ) + D(q(H|F) ‖ p(H|w,Θ))
and we see that minimising the KL divergence between the variational poste-
rior probability and the true posterior probability is equivalent to maximising L
with respect to the free variational parameters. We now outline the steps for
maximising the Evidence Lower Bound.
Expanding Expectations
To maximise the Evidence Lower Bound, we require the expectations in Equation
(4.10) to be in terms of the variational parameters. In Appendix B, we outline the
various forms that these expectations may take. Firstly, Appendices B.1 and B.2
3For continuous random variables P and Q, the Kullback-Leibler Divergence is given by
D(P ‖Q) = ´∞−∞ p(x) log p(x)q(x)dx where p and q denote the densities of P and Q respectively.
[35]
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show that the expectations over the topic mixtures θd expand to the summations








((αj − 1)Eq[log θdj|γd]− log Γ(αj))








((γdj − 1)Eq[log θdj|γd]− log Γ(γdj))
where we emphasise the dependency on γd in the inner expectations. Appendices













((λjv − 1)Eq[log βjv|λj]− log Γ(λjv))
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where we emphasise the dependency on λ in the inner expectations. Appendices
B.4 and B.5 show the expectations over the topic indices zd expand and rearrange













where we emphasise the dependency on γd in the inner expectations. Finally,
Appendix B.6 shows the expectations over the documents wd expands and rear-







where we emphasise the dependency on λ in the inner expectations.
By plugging the above expectations into Equation (4.10), we obtain the Ev-
idence Lower Bound in terms of the model parameters and the free variational
parameters. We now outline the process of maximising this lower bound via the
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variational parameters F .
4.3.1.1 Document Level Updates
In this section, we describe the methods of maximising L with respect to each of
the document level variational parameters φd and γd.
Variational Categorical Parameters Firstly, we maximise L with respect
to the Variational Categorical parameters φdn. We maximise each entry of φdn
individually and use Lagrange multipliers to enforce the constraint that the en-
tries in φdn must sum to one. Retaining only the terms of L containing φdnj and
adding the appropriate Lagrange multiplier Λdn yields





Taking partial derivatives of the above with respect to φdnj yields
∂L[φdnj ]
∂φdnj
= Eq[log θdj|γd] + Eq[log βjwdn |λj]− log φdnj − 1 + Λdn
Finally, using Equation (4.5) to expand the expected logs and setting this deriva-
tive to zero yields the maximising value of φdnj at
φdnj ∝ exp{Eq[log θdj|γd] + Eq[log βjwdn |λj]}
where we normalise φdn so that the entries sum to one.
Variational Dirichlet We now maximise L with respect to Variational Dirich-
let parameter γd. We maximise each entry of γd individually with no constraints









































Finally, setting this derivative to zero yields the maximising value of γdj at




We now have the update rules for the variational parameters γ and φ which we
require for the document level variational inference. Since these update rules for γ
and φ are dependent on one another, full variational inference requires alternating
between these updates until convergence. We summarise the document level
variational inference procedure in Algorithm 2.




Set φdnj ∝ exp{Eq[log θdj|γd] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]}




until Convergence of γd.
Since the optimisation is conducted for a single fixed document wd, we may
consider Algorithm 2 as a function of wd that yields the optimised values for
φd. In particular, we may approximate the topic mixture of a document as the
expected value of the normalised frequency counts of the topic indices zdn under
the variational distribution q via the equation






where we use the fact that under the variational distribution q, the zdn’s are
Categorically distributed with parameter φdn.
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4.3.1.2 Corpus Level Updates
We now have a variational inference procedure for approximating the document
level variational parameters γd and φd. To complete the full Variational Bayes
process for LDA, we now derive the method for approximating the variational
parameter λ and the Dirichlet prior α which maximise the log-likelihood of the
data. We have already shown that there is a tractable lower bound on the log-
likelihood, and we can further maximise this lower bound via the model parameter
α and the variational parameter λ. Therefore, we can derive a full variational
EM procedure that yields the optimised values for α and λ.
Firstly, we optimise for λ using the same strategy as before; we maximise
the lower bound L with respect to the individual entries λjv. Retaining only the



















Using Equation (4.5) to express the inner expectations in terms of the variational


























Finally, setting this derivative to zero yields the maximising value of λjv at






Note that this update for λ requires the full corpus of documents and the corre-
sponding set of φ’s; this is the fundamental property of batch Variational Bayes.
Similar to estimating the expected value of θ’s from the γ’s, we can find the
expected value of β by taking the expectation value of β under the variational
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We now maximise the lower bound L via the Dirichlet parameter α. Here we
use the Newton-Raphson based method describe in [4] and [36] which requires a

















(αj − 1)Eq[log θdj|γd]
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which is of the required form to apply the Newton-Raphson method described in
[4] and [36]. In particular, [36] provides an algorithm for estimating α via the
update rule
α← α− α˜(γ)
where α˜ is the inverse of the Hessian H multiplied by the gradient g as a function
of the γd’s.
We now have the required document level and corpus level updates needed
for Batch Variational Bayes for Latent Dirichlet Allocation. These updates are
guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of the Evidence Lower Bound [6],
and we may partition the updates to give the Expectation-Maximisation (EM)
algorithm [37]:
• E-step: For each document, find the optimised values of the variational
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parameters γd and φd using the document level variational updates.
• M-step: Maximise the resulting lower bound on the log-likelihood via the
parameters α and λ using the corpus level updates.
We summarise the full variational inference procedure on a corpus of docu-
ments in Algorithm 3. We apply the document level variational updates for each
document in the corpus, and update the corpus level parameters after each pass
of the data.
Algorithm 3 Batch Variational Bayes for Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Initialise λ randomly.
repeat
for d = 1, . . . , D do
Initialise γd randomly.
repeat
Set φdnj ∝ exp{Eq[log θdj|γd] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]}




until Convergence of γd.
end for






Update α according to [36].
until Convergence of L.
4.3.2 Online Variational Inference
Batch Variational Bayes (Algorithm 3) requires a full pass of the corpus at each
iteration and therefore can be slow to apply to large corpora or situations where
documents arrive in a stream. In this section, we outline Online Variational Bayes
for Latent Dirichlet Allocation as described in [6], which requires only a single
pass of the corpus and updates the Variational Dirichlet parameter λ after the
observation of each document.
Online Variational Bayes is very similar to Batch Variational Bayes with only
a few extra/modified steps. The key difference is that at each iteration, λ is
updated using a weighted average of its previous value and λ˜, the optimal value
of λ give the current φd. The weight of λ˜ at iteration d is given by ρd := (τ0+d)
−κ.
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The parameter ρd depends on two corpus level constants: κ (the decay) which
controls the rate of with old values of λ˜ are forgotten, and τ0 (the offset) which
slow down the initial iterations of the algorithm. Convergence is guaranteed when
the condition κ ∈ (0.5, 1] is satisfied.
We outline a new method as described in [6] for estimating the parameter
α which is very similar to the Newton-Raphson method in the batch scenario.
We now update α after each iteration using a modified version of the Newton-
Raphson algorithm employed in the batch scenario where the update step for
α now incorporates the offset and delay parameters by replacing the following
update rule which depends on the weighting parameter ρd
α← α− ρdα˜(γd)















are functions of γd. We describe full Online Variational Bayes for Latent Dirichlet
Allocation in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Online Variational Bayes for Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Define ρd := (τ0 + d)
−κ
Initialise λ randomly
for d = 1, 2, . . . do
Initialise γd randomly
repeat











until Convergence of γd




Set λ = (1− ρd)λ + ρdλ˜
Update α according to [6].
end for
4.4 Document Classification
In this section, we describe document classification via LDA. In particular, we
describe a semi-supervised classifier; a partially labelled corpus is used to approx-
imate the LDA topics and the labelled documents are used to train a supervised
multi-label classifier on their corresponding topic mixture representations. Recall
that given a document wd, the document level variational procedure outlined in
Algorithm 2 yields an approximation of its associated topic mixture representa-
tion φ¯d.
We now outline the complete framework for building a document classifier
based on using the topic mixture representations under the LDA model as feature
vectors.
4.4.1 Framework
We use the machine learning framework described in Chapter 3. In particular,
we break down the machine learning process into two layers. Firstly, the unsu-
pervised layer which uses LDA document model to approximate the latent topics
and determine the topic mixture representations of the documents. Secondly, the









Figure 4-6: The Unsupervised Layer using LDA
labelled topic mixtures.
Document Modelling
Given a partially labelled corpus of documents and a choice of K, we use the LDA
parameter estimation methods to approximate the Dirichlet prior α on the topic
mixtures, the variational parameter λ on the topics, and the topic mixture rep-
resentations φ¯d of the documents. Figure 4-6 shows a diagrammatic illustration
of the document modelling step (the unsupervised layer) of the machine learning
framework using LDA.
Supervised Training
By using the labelled topic mixture representations obtained from the unsuper-
vised layer as feature vectors, we train a supervised multi-label classifier. We may
use any supervised classification methods for this step; we simply require a func-
tion f such that f(φ¯) yields the predicted classes of a topic mixture φ¯. Figure
4-7 shows a diagrammatic illustration of the supervised layer using a collection
of labelled topic mixtures from LDA.
In this thesis, we focus on nearest neighbour methods which we describe in
detail in Appendix C.2. Recall, that the space of possible topic mixtures over K
topics is the probability simplex ∆K−1. We remind ourselves that the probabil-
ity simplex is non-Euclidean thus traditional Euclidean distance metrics are not
appropriate for evaluating the similarity between observations [38]. Instead, we



















Figure 4-8: Classification process via LDA









where xi and yi denotes the ith entries of x and y respectively.
Classification
We now have all the components necessary for classification. The unsupervised
layer provides the required parameters to obtain the topic mixture representation
of an unseen document, and the supervised layer provides the document classifier
f which will output the predicted set of labels for this document. Figure 4-8
outlines the classification process of a previously unseen document.
To summarise, LDA provides fast filtering algorithm for feature selection for
document classification and furthermore, the topic mixture representation yields
a significant dimension reduction compared to using possibly thousands of word
features. Finally, training a supervised multi-label classifier on the labelled topic
mixtures provides us with our desired document classifier.
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4.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of mathematical document classi-
fication via LDA using the experimental set-up as described in Chapter 3. We
first perform a set of preliminary experiments to get a feel of how classification
via Latent Dirichlet Allocation behaves. In particular, we observe what effect the
choice of the number of latent topics K has on classification performance. After
identifying the optimal choice of K, we investigate the best performing classifiers
in detail and study the confusion between subject areas.
4.5.1 Preliminary Experiments
For our first set of experiments, we fit the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model
to our training data using the values of K ∈ {10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 250}. For the
supervised layer, we train an ensemble of Nearest Neighbour Classifiers which
we describe in Appendix C.2, using five nearest neighbours, inverse distance
weighting and the χ2 distance metric.
Effect of K
Figure 4-9 shows the results of our first set of experiments and highlights the
effect that the choice of K has on classification accuracy via the Labelling F-
Score performance measure [40]. We repeat each experiment sixteen times using
different random test and train partitions of the data and plot the median La-
belling F-Score of each collection of tests equipped with error bars highlighting
the interquartile range.
The results of our preliminary experiments show that classification perfor-
mance increases as K increases, with the best performance at K = 200 before we
observe no increase in performance.
Precision/Recall Trade-off
We now check for an imbalance of false positive and false negative classifica-
tion rates by investigating the micro-averaged precision and recall of this classi-
fier. Across all sixteen experiments of the K = 200 case, we observe a median
micro-averaged precision and recall of 89.00% and 82.52% respectively on the
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Figure 4-9: Classification performance via LDA
uni-labelled dataset, and 70.39% and 46.88% respectively on the multi-labelled
dataset.
Since the classifiers on both datasets have high precision and relatively low
recall, we conclude that the individual binary classifiers have some leeway when
it comes to the confidence of a positive classification. In particular, allowing
the classifiers to yield a positive result with slightly more uncertainty should, in
theory, increase the overall classification performance.
The supervised layer of this model is an ensemble of nearest neighbour clas-
sifiers equipped with a centralised threshold. That is, the classifiers only yield
positive classifications if the other positive examples are the closest to the new
observation. In our application, it may be appropriate to yield positive classifica-
tions if there are a sufficient number of other positive examples which are indeed
close, but perhaps not necessarily the closest.
We force a different balance of precision and recall by adjusting the decision
threshold value of the binary classifiers. For example, if we set the threshold
value to 100% (i.e. reject all) will yield high precision (no false positives), and a
threshold value of 0% (i.e. accept all) will yield high recall (no false negatives).
We discuss adapted decision thresholds in the K nearest neighbour setting in
detail in Appendix C.2.
We run a new set of experiments for the K = 200 case on both datasets
using different threshold values for the supervised classifiers. We discover that on
both datasets, using a decision threshold of 0.3 yields optimal performance with
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a Labelling F-Score of 65.14% and 87.35% on the multi-labelled and uni-labelled
scenarios respectively. We outline the details of the optimal classifiers in Table
4.1 where we also report the median and maximum micro-averaged F-Score for
the classifiers to directly compare to the work in [12] and [13] which we discuss










Table 4.1: Optimised Classification Performance via Online Latent Dirichlet Al-
location
Remark
We note that here that we may have introduced an element of bias to the results.
In particular, our selection of the best possible choice of K is dependent on the
test data and not the training data. We do not believe this to be a major cause
for concern; [4] reports strong classification using small partitions of the data
for training. That is to say, by also setting aside a validation set to select the
optimal value of K, which in turn reduces the size of the training set, we would
not expect a decline in performance due to the smaller training set, and we would
expect the classification results to remain similar on the validation set.
4.5.2 Confusion
In this section, we investigate the confusion between subject areas that our classi-
fier exhibits. We select one of the sixteen experiments at random and look closer
at the outputs of the classifiers directly and evaluate the confusion between classes
by calculating the following three classification/misclassification rates:
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1. The true positive rates of each class i: the percentages of condition positives
of class i that are true positives.
2. The false negative rates of each class i distributed over each other class j:
the percentages condition positives of class i which are both false negatives
on class i and false positives on class j.
3. The null classification rates of each class i: the percentage of contrition
positives of class i that have been predicted to belong to exactly zero classes.
We present this information in a confusion matrix where the entries on the
diagonal correspond to the per-class true positive rates, and the ijth entry de-
notes the false negative rates described by item 2 above, and the final column
corresponds to the rates of null predictions of each class. In the confusion ma-
trices we present, we also impose a heat-map where the intensities of green and
red correspond to the strengths of the rates of classification and misclassification
respectively, and we sort the rows and columns via the true positive rates on the
diagonal.
Firstly, Figure 4-10 shows the confusion matrix for the uni-labelled classifica-
tion scenario. We observe good per-class true positive rates ranging from 100% to
60%. We see some interesting areas of confusion: we notice strong (and perhaps
forgivable) confusion between pairs of strongly related subject areas, with the
strongest confusion between the subject areas of “Statistics” and “Probability
theory and stochastic processes”.
We now construct the equivalent confusion matrix for the multi-labelled sce-
nario. Due to the number of classes and the size of the confusion matrix, we
present three smaller sections of the confusion matrix for readability and present
the full heat-map in Appendix D. In particular, we show sections highlighting
the strongest per-class true positive rates, the highest rates of confusion, and the
weakest per-class true positive rates.
Since we are now dealing with multi-labelled data, we inherently introduce
some noise to the confusion matrix. In particular, for each classification instance,
we account each false positives against each false negatives in each classification.
Here we make the assumption that the confusion distributed equally amongst
classes, where in practice we would expect the “real” confusion to occur between




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4-10: Per-class confusion of classification via LDA on the uni-labelled
dataset
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Figure 4-11: Per-class confusion of classification via LDA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Upper-left section.
Firstly, Figure 4-11 shows the section of the confusion matrix highlighting
the top ten strongest per-class true positive rates; the upper-left section of the
confusion matrix. Here we see reasonably strong true positive rates with very
slight confusion between almost all pairs of classes.
We now look at some the sections highlighting the areas of weak classification.
Figure 4-12 shows the area of the confusion matrix which highlights the strongest
levels of confusion between subject areas; the lower-left section of the confusion
matrix. Similar to the uni-labelled scenario, we notice the strongest confusion
between the strongly related subject areas. This time, we notice the strongest
confusion between “Integral equations” and “Optics, electromagnetic theory”
with “Partial differential equations”.
Finally, Figure 4-13 shows the section of the confusion matrix highlighting
the weakest per-class true positive rates; the lower-right section of the confusion
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Figure 4-12: Per-class confusion of classification via LDA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Lower-left section.
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Figure 4-13: Per-class confusion of classification via LDA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Lower-right section.
matrix. Here we see that the poorest per-class classification performance occurs
within the more generic subject areas such as “General” and “Mathematics edu-
cation” which also exhibit the highest rates of null classifications. Furthermore,
we see poor performance on subject areas which are closer to applied sciences such
as “Classical thermodynamics, heat transfer”, “Optics, electromagnetic theory”
and “Mechanics of deformable solids”.
4.5.3 Discussion
The results here look promising. The classifiers are performing well on both
datasets and are comparable in performance with [12] and [13]. We now sum-
marise our findings.
On both datasets, we observe that as the choice of K (the number of latent
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topics to be discovered) increase, the classification performance also increases
until approaching the K = 200 mark. On further investigation, we see that using
a decision threshold of 0.3 on the Nearest Neighbour binary classifiers yields
overall better classification performance over a centralised decision threshold.
Finally, using the optimal values of K and the decision threshold, we observe a
relatively high median Labelling F-Score of 64.50% when classifying the multi-
labelled dataset which suggests that classification via LDA is a strong contender
for the real world setting of mathematical document classification. The highest
micro-averaged F-Score we observe is 63.73% which is comparable to the results
in [13] which reports a maximum micro-averaged F-Score of 67.3%.
Looking at the uni-labelled classification results, we observe a high median La-
belling F-Score of 85.96% which suggests that the per-document classifications are
consistently accurate across the top twenty classes. The highest micro-averaged
F-Score we observe is 87.75% which is again comparable in performance to the
results in [12] which reports a maximum micro-averaged F-Score of 89.03%.
To conclude, Latent Dirichlet Allocation proves itself to be a strong tool for
mathematical document classification yielding comparable performance to the
current state of the art. We now aim to improve upon these results by using LDA
as a base model and introducing mathematical symbol data in the classification
process. In the next chapter, we introduce Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation: our
refinement of this model which accounts for observations spanning two separate
vocabularies and allows us to model mathematical documents as collections of
both words and symbols.
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Chapter 5
Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation
In the previous chapter, we introduce Latent Dirichlet Allocation, a powerful
latent topic model which, in the context of document modelling, characterises
the correlations between words as latent topics. LDA, however, does not directly
address our problem of mathematical document classification where we assume
observations over a dual vocabulary. In this chapter, we present Dual Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (DLDA): a novel generalisation of the LDA model which
observes mathematical documents over a dual vocabulary.
The novelty here is that DLDA makes the same assumptions as the LDA
model, and further assumes that each symbol is attributed to a latent symbol
topic. Under DLDA, these topics are each characterised by both a distribution of
words and a distribution of symbols. Similar to LDA, we solve for latent variables
in the DLDA model using Online Variational Bayes.
To create the Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation model, we take inspiration
from the Gaussian-Multinomial Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (GM-LDA)
described in [41], which is used to model annotated images. In particular, GM-
LDA is used to model collections of “caption” words (the LDA part) and corre-
sponding descriptors of image regions (the Gaussian-Multinomial part). Under
GM-LDA, each word and image feature is attributed to a latent word and image
topic respectively. The word and image topics here are characterised by Cate-
gorical distributions and Gaussian distributions respectively. The DLDA model
presented in this chapter is of similar structure to GM-LDA, but where the two
sets of topics are both characterised by Categorical distributions.
To summarise, we begin by providing a detailed outline of the Dual Latent
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Dirichlet Allocation model: we outline the generative process, the Online Vari-
ational Bayes procedure, classification via DLDA. Finally, we perform a set of
experimental tests and compare to our results to classification via LDA and the
work in [12] and [13].
Remark We develop DLDA independently as a natural extension of LDA to
two vocabularies. While writing up the thesis, we discovered [42], which proposes
a model with identical structure to DLDA applied to the problem domain of
author disambiguation.
We now highlight the following differences between the methods in this chap-
ter and that in [42]. Firstly, in this thesis, the inference techniques we develop
are extensions to the Variational Bayes and Online Variational Bayes algorithms
for LDA. Secondly, we address a different style of the classification problem: In
this thesis, we detect the subject areas of a document, wherein [42], the objective
is to disambiguate between a pair of authors. We briefly discuss the outcomes of
our experiments compare with the results of [42] in Section 5.4.3.
5.1 Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation
The Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation model generalises LDA to observe data over
two separate vocabularies. In the context of mathematical document modelling,
DLDA assumes that a mathematical document comprising of both words and
symbols can be represented by a mixture of latent topics. Moreover, the words
and symbols each attribute a latent topic. Unlike LDA however, a topic in
the DLDA model is characterised by two separate Categorical distributions: a
distribution of words and a distribution of symbols.
DLDA assumes a similar generative process to LDA. In particular, DLDA
assumes the same generative process of Categorically sampling a collection of
words from topics according to the topic mixture of a document, and further
Categorically sampling a collection of symbols in the same way.
Formally, this model assumes that the number of latent topics K and the
size of the word and symbol vocabularies V and V s respectively are known and
fixed. Furthermore, the numbers of words and symbols in a document Nd and N
s
d
respectively are each Poisson distributed with parameters ξ and ξs respectively.
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Finally, the word and symbol topics are Dirichlet distributed with smoothing
parameters η and ηs respectively. There are separate smoothing parameters on
the topics since the vocabularies may be of different sizes.
We note that the DLDA model is not identical to the LDA model over concate-
nated vocabularies (a single vocabulary spanning words and symbols). Indeed,
the DLDA model allows for the numbers of words Nd and symbols N
s
d to belong
to different distributions. Under LDA over concatenated vocabularies, the model
may only observe the total number of words and symbols combined appearing in
a document. This difference manifests in the Variational Bayes algorithms via
summations over the two vocabularies. Here the Poisson assumptions are still
not critical to anything that follows in the Chapter.
Given the Dirichlet prior α on the topic mixtures, word topics β, and symbol
topics βs, DLDA assumes the generative process of a document (wd, sd) outlined
in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Generative process for a document Under DLDA
Sample topic mixture θd ∼ Dir(α).
Sample number of words Nd ∼ Poisson(ξ).
Sample number of symbols N sd ∼ Poisson(ξs). . New Step
for each of the Nd words do
Sample word topic index j = zdn ∼ Cat(θd).
Sample word index wdn ∼ Cat(βj).
end for
for each of the N sd words do . New Step
Sample symbol topic index j = zsdn ∼ Cat(θd). . New Step
Sample symbol index sdn ∼ Cat(βsj). . New Step
end for . New Step
Algorithm 5 makes clear the new steps DLDA introduces to the LDA gen-
erative process. In particular, the main difference is that DLDA now assumes
a K symbol topics βsj and for each observation, assumes N
s symbols with cor-
responding symbol topic indices. We use the same notation as LDA and use a
superscript s to denote the symbol specific random variables.
Figure 5-1 shows an example of the topic mixtures for three documents and
three word and symbol topics under the DLDA model.
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Figure 5-1: Example topic mixtures and corresponding word and symbol topics
under DLDA.
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We now present the joint distribution of a document and latent variables









Naturally, due to the common assumptions of DLDA and LDA, these factors all
appear in the the joint distribution of a document and the latent variables given
the model parameters under DLDA. The joint distribution of a document (wd, sd)
and the latent variables under DLDA in terms of pLDA and the symbol specific
random variables of the model is given by







where H denotes the set of latent variables, Θ denotes the set of model param-
eters. The remaining symbol specific factors p(βsj|ηs) and p(zsdn|θd) are given
by the probability density functions of the Dirichlet distribution and Categori-
cal distribution respectively, and the factor p(sdn|zsdn,βs) is characterised by the
probability density function of the Categorical distribution conditioned on zsdn
given by p(sdn|βszsdn).
Figure 5-2 describes the DLDA model as a probabilistic graphical model and
makes clear the conditional independence of the word and symbol topic indices
given the topic mixture. Furthermore, the similarities to LDA made clear when
comparing to the probabilistic graphical model of LDA given in Figure 5-3; re-
moving the symbol specific nodes yields the single vocabulary LDA graphical
model.
5.2 Inference
We now outline inference for Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Inference for
DLDA is very similar to LDA. Due to the similarities of the structure of the two
models, some of the components of the inference procedures are, in fact, identical.















Figure 5-3: Graphical model representation of LDA
then extend to Online Variational Bayes.
We now solve for latent variables in the DLDA model; given the model pa-
rameters, we wish to determine the values of the latent variables which maximise
the likelihood of a document (wd, sd) via the posterior distribution
p(H|wd, sd,Θ) = p(H,wd, sd|Θ)
p(wd, sd|Θ) (5.2)
Similar to LDA, this posterior distribution is intractable to compute in general
due to the coupling between the topic mixture and the topics [32], and we instead
employ Variational Bayes to approximate this posterior.
5.2.1 Variational Inference
Variational Bayes for DLDA is almost identical to Variational Bayes for LDA.
Recall that the strategy for variational inference is to obtain the tightest possible
lower bound on the log-likelihood [33] by optimising this lower bound over a set
of free variational parameters.
We construct this lower bound using the same strategy as in LDA described












Figure 5-4: Graphical model representation of the variational distribution of
DLDA
5-2 with problematic nodes and edges removed and augment this model with
a set of free variational parameters: we remove all edges, observed variables,
and model parameters; we augment the model with the variational parameters
γ, φ and λ in the same fashion as LDA, and finally, the equivalent symbol









where F denotes the set of free variational parameters, and qd characterises the








where the symbol specific factors q(βsj|λsj) and q(zsdn|φsdn) are given by the proba-
bility density functions of the Dirichlet and Categorical distributions respectively,
and the remaining factors are given by the same probability density functions as
in the LDA variational distribution. Figure 5-4 describes the full variational
distribution of DLDA as a probabilistic graphical model.
We obtain a lower bound of the log-likelihood using Jensen’s inequality via
the same method employed when deriving the lower bound for the log-likelihood
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of a document under LDA and arrive at the inequality
log p(w, s|Θ) ≥ Eq[log p(H,w, s|Θ)]− Eq[log q(H|F)] (5.5)
We let L denote the right-hand side of the above inequality as a function of the
free variational parameters F given the model parameters Θ and call this the
Evidence Lower Bound. We rewrite L using the factorisations of p and q and
arrive at
L(F ; Θ) =
D∑
d=1
Ld(F ; Θ) + Eq[log p(β|η)] + Eq[log p(βs|ηs)]
− Eq[log q(β|λ)]− Eq[log q(β|λs)]
(5.6)
where Ld denotes the contribution of the dth document to the Evidence Lower
Bound. Again, due to the similarities between DLDA and LDA, we discover that
this contribution is the same as the equivalent contribution under LDA, but with
the addition of the symbol specific expectations
Ld(F ; Θ) = LLDAd (F ; Θ) + Eq[log p(zsd|θd)] + Eq[log p(sd|zs,βs)]
− Eq[log q(zsd|φsd)]
(5.7)
where LLDAd corresponds to the equivalent contribution of the dth document under
LDA given by Equation (4.11).
We now have a lower bound on the log-likelihood of a corpus given an arbitrary
variational distribution q. Similar to LDA, we wish to minimise the difference
between the left-hand side and the right-hand side of Equation (5.5) where this
difference is indeed the KL divergence between the posterior probability q(H|F)
and the true posterior probability p(H|w, s,Θ). We express the log-likelihood as
a function of the free variational parameters via the Evidence Lower Bound and
this KL divergence to give
log p(w, s|Θ) = L(F ; Θ) + D(q(H|F) ‖ p(H|w, s,Θ))
Here we see that minimising the KL divergence between the variational pos-
terior probability and the true posterior probability is equivalent to maximising
L via the free variational parameters. We now outline the steps for maximising
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the Evidence Lower Bound.
We express each of the expectations in Equations (5.6) and (5.7) as their
expanded forms outlined in Appendix B. Furthermore, we discover that the ex-
pectations over the topics β, and those residing in LLDAd have identical expansions
to the LDA case. The remaining expectations in Equation (5.6) expand as follows.









































where we emphasise the dependency on λs in the inner expectations. Appendices
B.4 and B.5 show the expectations over the symbol topic indices expand and















where we emphasis the dependencies on γd in the inner expectations. Finally,
Appendix B.6 shows the expectations over the symbols sd expand and rearranges
to give the summation









where we emphasise the dependency on λs in the inner expectations.
By plugging in these expectations into Equation (5.6), we obtain the lower
bound L as a function of the model parameters and the free variational pa-
rameters. We now outline the process of maximising this lower bound via the
variational parameters.
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5.2.1.1 Document Level Updates
In this section, we describe the methods of maximising L with respect to each of
the document level variational parameters φd, φ
s
d and γd.
Variational Categorical Parameters The strategy for finding the maximis-
ing values of φdnj under DLDA is identical to finding the maximising values of
φdnj under LDA as described in Section 4.3.1. Furthermore, the maximising val-
ues for φdnj are identical, this is due to the DLDA model not introducing any
more terms to L which are dependent on φdnj.
Following the same strategy for determining the maximising values of φdnj
under LDA, we discover that the maximising values are of the same form as
φdnj but with the word specific and symbol specific variables interchanged. In
particular, the maximising value of φsdnj is given by
φsdnj ∝ exp
{




where φsdn is normalised to sum to one.
Variational Dirichlet Parameters We now maximise the Evidence Lower
Bound via γdj; the jth component of the Dirichlet parameter on the topic mixtures
of the dth document. The maximising value of γdj is almost identical to the LDA
equivalent in Section 4.3.1. There are a few additional terms in L which contain
γdj due to the dependency of z
s
























where we highlight the new terms introduced by this model. Taking partial





























Finally, setting this derivative to zero yields a maximising value of γdj at








where again we highlight the new terms introduced by this model compared to
the LDA equivalent.
We now have the update rules for the variational parameters which we require
for the document level variational updates. Since the update rules for the φd
and φsd are dependent on γd and vice versa, full variational inference requires
alternating between these update rules until convergence.
Notation
As evident in the update rules for φdnj and φ
s
dnj, due to the symmetrical nature
of the models introduced in this thesis, we may encounter pieces of mathematics
which are identical up to the exchange of the word specific variables with the
corresponding symbol specific variables. If this is the case, for simplicity we may
use an asterisk placeholder to denote this exchangeability. For example, instead
of presenting both of the formulae












which differ only by the use of superscript s, we may instead present the following











We summarise the document level variational inference procedure for Dual
Latent Dirichlet Allocation in Algorithm 6.




Set φdnj ∝ exp{Eq[log θdj|γd] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]}
Set φsdnj ∝ exp
{











until Convergence of γd
Similar to LDA, the optimisation is conducted for a single fixed document
(wd, sd). Therefore, we can use the procedure that yields the optimised values
of φd, to approximate the topic mixture representation of a given document. In
particular, we evaluate the expected value of the normalised frequency count of
the topic indices zdn and z
s



















where we use the fact that under the variational distribution q, the values of zdn
and zsdn are Categorically distributed with parameters φdn and φ
s
dn respectively.
5.2.1.2 Corpus Level Updates
We now have a variational inference procedure for approximating the document
level variational parameters. We now derive the full Variational Bayes method
for approximating the variational parameters λ and λs, and the Dirichlet prior
α which maximise the marginal log-likelihood of the corpus.
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We have already shown that there is a tractable lower bound on the log-
likelihood, and we can further maximise this lower bound via the model parameter
α and the variational parameters λ and λs. Therefore, we can derive a full
variational EM procedure that yields the optimised values for α, λ and λs.
We optimise for λ and λs using the same method to optimise λ under LDA
and discover that the maximising value for λ is identical, and furthermore, the
maximising value for λs is the same but with the word specific and symbol specific











Finally, since the DLDA model does not introduce any new variables de-
pendent on α to the LDA model, we again use the Newton-Raphson method
described in [36] to find the maximising value of α.
We now have the required document and corpus level updates required for full
Variational Bayes for DLDA. The outline of the full variational EM procedure is
as follows
• E-step: For each document, find the optimised values of the variational
parameters γd, φd, and φ
s
d using the document level updates.
• M-step: Maximise the resulting lower bound on the log-likelihood via the
parameters α, λ, and λs.
We summarise the full variational inference procedure on a corpus of D math-
ematical documents in Algorithm 7. We apply the document level variational up-
dates for each document in the corpus, and update the corpus level parameters
after each pass of the corpus. We make clear the similarity to Batch Variational
Bayes for LDA by highlighting the additional and modified steps.
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Algorithm 7 Batch Variational Bayes for Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Initialise λ, λs randomly . Additional Step
repeat
for d = 1, . . . , D do
Initialise γd randomly
repeat
Set φdnj ∝ exp{Eq[log θdj|γd] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]}
Set φsdnj ∝ exp
{











φsdnj . Modified Step
until Convergence of γd
end for















dnj . Additional Step
Update α according to [36]
until Convergence of L
DLDA is not identical to LDA over concatenated vocabularies. DLDA as-
sumes that the distributions of the numbers of words and symbols appearing in
a document may be different which manifests in the summations over λ∗j when
evaluating the expectation of the log topics.
5.2.2 Online Variational Inference
In Algorithm 7, we encounter the same issues as in Batch Variational Bayes for
LDA regarding the efficiency of the algorithm. In particular, this batch algorithm
requires many passes of the corpus and, in turn, has large memory requirements.
We address this problem in the same way: we develop Online Variational
Bayes for DLDA which requires only a single pass of the corpus. In particular, we
now update the Variational Dirichlet parameters on the topics λ∗ at each iteration
using a weighted average of their previous values and the optimal value according
to the current values of φ∗d via the weighting parameter ρd. The definition of the
weighting parameter ρd and method for updating the Dirichlet prior α is identical
to Online Variational Bayes for LDA.
We describe Online Variational Bayes for Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation in
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Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 8 Online Variational Bayes for Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Define ρd := (τ0 + d)
−κ
Initialise λ, λs randomly
for d = 1, 2, . . . do
Initialise γd randomly
repeat























until Convergence of γd












Set λ = (1− ρd)λ− ρdλ˜
Set λs = (1− ρd)λs − ρdλ˜s
Update α according to [6]
end for
5.3 Document Classification
We now outline mathematical document classification via Dual Latent Dirichlet
Allocation. The framework is remarkably similar to document classification via
LDA as described in Section 4.4. In particular, we describe a semi-supervised
classifier trained on a partially labelled collection of mathematical documents via
their topic mixture representations.
5.3.1 Framework
For completeness, we outline the complete framework of document classification
via Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation. As before, we break down the process
into two layers: the unsupervised layer (the document modelling step), and the
supervised layer (the supervised training step).
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Figure 5-5: The Unsupervised Layer using DLDA
Document Modelling
Given a partially labelled corpus and a choice of K, we use the DLDA varia-
tional inference methods to approximate the Dirichlet prior α, the Variational
Dirichlet parameters λ∗ on the topics, and the topic mixture representations of
the documents φ¯d. Figure 5-5 shows a diagrammatic illustration of this layer.
Compared with classification via LDA, the unsupervised layer for classification
via DLDA requires the symbol data from the documents and outputs one extra
parameter: the variational parameter λs on the symbol topics.
Supervised Training
The supervised layer is identical to the one we describe in classification via LDA
framework in Section 4.4. Using the labelled topic mixture representations ob-
tained from the unsupervised layer as feature vectors, we train a supervised clas-
sifier. Again, we may use any discriminative supervised classification methods.
We continue to use nearest neighbour methods for supervised classification which
we describe in Appendix C.2.
Classification
We now have all the tools necessary for mathematical document classification
via DLDA. The unsupervised layer provides the required parameters to obtain
the topic mixture representation φ¯ of an unseen document. The supervised layer
provides the document classifier f which will output the predicted set of labels c












Figure 5-6: Classification process via DLDA
unseen document.
To summarise, DLDA provides another fast filtering algorithm for feature se-
lection for mathematical document classification. In particular, over LDA, DLDA
provides a stronger topic mixture representation since this representation also
utilises symbol information while maintaining the same significant dimension re-
duction. We may instead consider mathematical documents containing possibly
thousands of word and symbol features as a mixture of a significantly smaller
number of topics.
5.4 Experimental Results
We now evaluate the performance of mathematical document classification via
DLDA. For our experiments, we continue to use the same experimental set-up as
before. In particular, we observe the effect that the choice of the number of topics
K has on classification performance, we optimise the best performing classifier to
obtain the optimised Labelling F-Score by adjusting the decision thresholds on
the supervised classifiers, and finally, we look closely at the outputs of the best
performing classifiers and investigate the per-class confusion.
5.4.1 Preliminary Experiments
To get an idea of how classification via DLDA behaves, we run our experiments
for a selection of values of K and observe the effect it has on classification per-
formance. For our preliminary experiments, we use the same set-up as our pre-
liminary experiments for LDA in Section 4.5. We perform Dual Latent Dirichlet
Allocation on our training data using the values of K ∈ {10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 250}.
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Figure 5-7: Classification performance via DLDA
For the supervised layer, we train an ensemble of Nearest Neighbour Classifiers
using five nearest neighbours, inverse distance weighting and the χ2 distance
metric.
Effect of K
Figure 5-7 shows the effect that the choice of values K ∈ {10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 250}
has on classification performance via DLDA on the multi-labelled and uni-labelled
datasets. We repeat each experiment sixteen times on different random test and
train partitions of the data.
We see similarly shaped curves when compared to classification via LDA. In
particular, we see in increase in classification performance as the choice of K
increases until the K = 200 mark before we see the classification performance
decrease.
Precision/Recall Trade-off
Recall that in the LDA setting; we notice an imbalance between the precision
and recall of the classifiers. We discover that this is also the case for our DLDA
classifier. In particular, we observe micro-averaged precision and recall of 77.94%
and 40.00% respectively on the uni-labelled dataset and 86.59% and 76.37% re-
spectively on the multi-labelled dataset. As before, we repeat our experiments
on the K = 200 case with the binary classifiers equipped with a range of different
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values of decision thresholds and determine that on both datasets, a threshold of










Table 5.1: Optimised Classification Performance via Online Dual Latent Dirichlet
Allocation
We now look closely at one of the experiments from the K = 200 case at
random equipped with this optimal decision threshold.
5.4.2 Confusion
In this section, we investigate the per-class confusion of the classification results
and furthermore, briefly compare performance to classification via LDA. Later,
in Chapter 8, we will collect the results and compare all models presented in this
thesis.
Figure 5-8 shows a confusion matrix highlighting the true per-class true posi-
tive rates on the diagonal, false negative rates broken down by false positives over
each other class on the off-diagonal, and finally, per-class null classification rates
on the final column. Unfortunately, we observe some stronger levels of confusion
compared to before. We again see the strongest confusion between related subject
areas, but also with higher rates of misclassified instances. In particular, we see
the most confusion between the subject areas “Ordinary differential equations”
are misclassified as “Partial differential equations”. These misclassified instances
have a significant effect on the true positive rates which we observe as low as
29.0%.
We now construct the equivalent confusion matrix for multi-labelled classifica-































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5-8: Per-class confusion of classification via DLDA on the uni-labelled
dataset
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Figure 5-9: Per-class confusion of classification via DLDA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Upper-left section.
of the matrix highlighting the areas of strongest and weakest performance. We
present the full heat-map of confusion in Appendix D.
Firstly, Figure 5-9 shows the section of the confusion matrix highlighting the
best per-class true positive rates; the upper-left section of the confusion matrix.
Here we see relatively strong true positive rates amongst the top ten subject
areas. We also see a general wash of slight confusion between nearly all pairs of
the subject areas here. The true positive and false negative rates in this section
of the confusion matrix are very similar in value to the equivalent matrix under
LDA.
Figure 5-10 shows the section of the confusion matrix highlighting some of
the highest levels of confusion between subject areas; the lower-left section of the
confusion matrix. Here we notice some strong levels of confusion, again between
related subject areas. In particular, we notice the highest rates of confusion with
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Figure 5-10: Per-class confusion of classification via DLDA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Lower-left section.
32.2% of documents positively labelled with “Integral equations” are incorrectly
classified as “Partial differential equations”.
Finally, Figure 5-11 shows the section of the confusion matrix highlighting
some of the worst per-class true positive rate; the lower-right section of the con-
fusion matrix. Similar to LDA, we notice the weakest true positive rates amongst
the subject areas close to applied sciences and also, the highest rates of null classi-
fications amongst the more general subject areas such as “General” and “History
and biography”.
5.4.3 Discussion
Unfortunately, we observe a decline in classification performance here in com-
parison to classification via LDA. We recall the main assumption of the DLDA
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Figure 5-11: Per-class confusion of classification via DLDA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Lower-right section.
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model: given a mathematical document, the word topic indices and symbol topic
indices are distributed according to the documents topic mixture. Under this
assumption, the distribution of symbols across topics is identical to the distri-
bution of words across topics. For example, if 50% of the words in a document
belong to the same topic, then it must follow that 50% of the symbols must also
belong to the same topic. This assumption implies that there must be a one to
one correspondence between word topics and symbol topics.
Due to the decline in performance, this leads us to believe that the assump-
tions made by the DLDA may be incorrect. We may conclude that the collections
of word correlations do not behave in the same way as the collections of symbol
correlations. In particular, for each word topic, there is not a corresponding sym-
bol topic. That is not to say that meaningful symbol topics do not exist. Indeed,
we remind ourselves of the claim in [1]: for each mathematical subject area, the
ordered set of most commonly used symbols is unique.
We may have an issue with subject areas which simply “employ” other subject
areas. For example, consider documents tagged with “Statistics” and documents
that simply use statistical methods such as “Biology and other natural sciences”.
These documents are likely to use very similar mathematical notation, yet the
collections of words will differ greatly. Under DLDA, these situations may force
the word topics to be much broader which negatively impacts the discriminative
properties of the topic mixture representation.
In the context of author disambiguation in [42], the equivalent of the above ob-
servation does not necessarily occur. In particular, the experimental set-up of [42]
selects training documents by recursively selecting documents attributed to each
author and co-author and by design, there will be strong, distinct correlations
between authors (the research groups) and strong correspondences between these
research groups and the word topics. In contrast to the mathematical document
modelling scenario, these correspondences are unlikely to show any significant
overlap. Furthermore, we would not expect such high levels name sharing and
name variants of authors compared to the sharing and variants of mathematical
symbols hence the strong disambiguation performance in [42].
We conclude that classification via DLDA is not appropriate for mathematical
corpora. We now seek a model which observes word correlations as word topics,
symbol correlations as symbol topics but allows a document to be characterised by
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different mixtures of the two. We achieve this via Dual Pachinko Allocation: our
hierarchical generalisation of the DLDA model which discovers word and symbol
correlations separately, and further characterises an extra level of correlations
as super-topics. Moreover, Dual Pachinko Allocation allows us to represent a
document as a mixture of both word topics and symbol topics separately. Before
we introduce Dual Pachinko Allocation, we first introduce the single vocabulary




In the previous chapter, we introduce Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation, an exten-
sion of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model which models mathematical docu-
ments as mixtures of topics, where each topic is characterised by a distribution of
words, and a distribution of symbols. Our experimental results show that classi-
fication via DLDA yields worse performance than classification via LDA and in
turn, we reject the assumption of DLDA that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between word topics and symbol topics.
We now begin to develop a model which allows for word topics and symbols
topics to be modelled independently. We impose the assumption that a math-
ematical document can be represented by a mixture of two collections of latent
topics: a mixture of word topics and symbol topics. Having these two separate
spaces of topics allow for the symbol topics of a document to be distributed dif-
ferently to the word topics. Moreover, we allow the number of word topics and
symbol topics to be different. We achieve this via Dual Pachinko Allocation, a
hierarchical generalisation of the LDA model, which assumes mathematical doc-
uments can be represented as a mixture of latent word topics, symbol topics, and
a mixture of latent super-topics which we describe in Chapter 7.
Before introducing Dual Pachinko Allocation, we first introduce the single
vocabulary Pachinko Allocation model as described in [5]. Pachinko Allocation
is a hierarchical generalisation of LDA which discovers arbitrary levels of topic
correlations. We focus on a specific case of the Pachinko Allocation document
model, namely Four-Level Pachinko Allocation which captures correlations be-
tween words, and correlations between topic indices.
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Formally, the Four-Level Pachinko Allocation model is a probabilistic gener-
ative model for collections of discrete data. In the context of document classi-
fication, PA assumes that each document can be represented as a collection of
mixtures of latent topics, where each mixture is weighted by a mixture of latent
super-topics. Solving for latent variables is achieved in [5] via Gibbs sampling
which has the limitation that not only that the algorithm requires many passes
of the data, but it also requires many passes of the individual word tokens. This
algorithm is extremely memory intensive and does not scale well in greater prob-
lem settings such as large corpora. To tackle this, we introduce Batch Variational
Bayes for PA and a novel extension to yield Online Variational Bayes for PA.
In this chapter, we outline in detail the Four-Level Pachinko Allocation Model,
present Batch Variational Bayes for PA, introduce a novel Online Variational
Bayes algorithm for PA, and finally, perform various sets of experiments and
investigate the performance of mathematical document classification via Pachinko
Allocation.
6.1 Four-Level Pachinko Allocation
In this section, we outline the Four-Level Pachinko Allocation model (from here
we drop the “Four-Level”) as described in [5]. Pachinko Allocation (PA) is a
probabilistic generative model with a similar Dirichlet/Categorical distribution
framework to LDA. In the context of document modelling, PA assumes that a doc-
ument can be represented by a collection of mixtures of latent topics θd1, . . . ,θdS,
where each topic mixture θdi is weighted according to a mixture of latent super-
topics θrd, where each topic is characterised by a distribution of words.
The generative process of PA has an extra hierarchical level of generation
when compared to LDA. PA assumes that a document can be generated by first
sampling a latent super-topic mixture and a collection of topic mixtures, then
sampling super-topic and topic indices for each word according to these mixtures,
then finally sampling a selection words according to these topics.
Formally, this model assumes that the number of latent super-topics S, the
number of latent topics K, and the size of the vocabulary V are known and fixed.
Furthermore, the document lengths Nd are Poisson distributed with parameter
ξ. Finally, the K topics are Dirichlet distributed with smoothing parameter η.
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Similar to LDA, the Poisson assumption is not critical to anything that follows
in this Chapter.
Given a Dirichlet priors αr on the super-topic mixtures, and α1, . . . ,αS on the
topic mixtures. We outline the generative process of a document wd under PA in
Algorithm 9 where we highlight the new steps when compared to the generative
process under LDA.
Algorithm 9 Generative process of a document under PA
Sample super-topic mixture θr ∼ Dir(αr) . New step
for each of the S super-topics do . New step
Sample topic mixture θdi ∼ Dir(αi)
end for
Sample number of words Nd ∼ Poisson(ξ)
for each of the Nd words do
Sample word super-topic index i = zdn ∼ Cat(θrd) . New step
Sample word topic index j = z′dn ∼ Cat(θdi)
Sample word index wdn ∼ Cat(βj)
end for
Figure 6-1 shows an example of the super-topic and topic mixtures for three
documents and three word and symbol topics under the PA model.
Under the generative process given by Algorithm 9, the joint distribution of
a document wd with super-topic mixture θ
r
d, topic mixtures θd1, . . . ,θdS, super-
topic and topic indices zd and z
′













where H denotes the set of latent variables, and Θ denotes the set of model
parameters. The factors p(θrd|αr), p(θdi|αi) and p(βj|η) are given by the prob-
ability density function of the Dirichlet distribution, and the remaining factors
p(z′dn|zdn = i,θd) and p(wdn|z′dn = j,β) are given by the probability density func-
tion of the Categorical distribution via p(z′dn|θdi) and p(wdn|βj) respectively.
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Figure 6-3: Graphical model representation of LDA
Figure 6-2 describes the PA model as a probabilistic graphical model and
makes clear the four levels of the generative process:
1. The words are attributed by the word-level topic indices.
2. The topic indices are attributed by the word-level super-topic indices.
3. The super-topic indices are sampled according to the document-level super-
topic mixture.
4. The super-topic mixture is sampled according to the corpus level Dirichlet
prior.
In comparison, Figure 6-3 makes clear the extra level of PA, in particular,
if we consider the case when S = 1, the super-topic specific variables become
trivial, and we obtain the original LDA graphical model.
6.2 Inference
We now outline inference for Pachinko Allocation. In this section, we present we
introduce Variational Bayes for PA using a similar approach to Variational Bayes
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for LDA. Due to the similarities of the structure of PA and LDA, we discover
that some of the components of the inference procedure are identical. We first
introduce Batch Variational Bayes for PA, and later describe an adaptation and
introduce a novel algorithm for Online Variational Bayes for PA.
We wish to solve for latent variables in the PA model; given the model pa-
rameters, we would like to determine the values of the latent variables which
maximise the likelihood of a document wd via the posterior distribution
p(H|wd,Θ) = p(H,wd|Θ)
p(wd|Θ)
As before, this posterior distribution is intractable to compute in general due to
the coupling between the topic mixtures and the topics. In the next section, we
outline variational inference methods to approximate this posterior.
6.2.1 Variational Inference
In [5], inference for PA is achieved via Gibbs Sampling; a powerful inference
technique which iteratively samples the values of each latent variable while keep-
ing remaining latent variables fixed until convergence. Gibbs Sampling is a very
computationally demanding algorithm: Gibbs Sampling requires many repeated
word level calculations and passes of the corpus, unlike Batch Variational Bayes,
which requires repeated many document level calculations and passes of the cor-
pus, and finally, Online Variational Bayes which still requires many repeated
document level calculations but only a single pass of the corpus.
Gibbs Sampling has very high memory requirements since each of the word-
level and document-level variables are read and written so frequently. In [43],
the authors present a memory efficient sparse version of Gibbs Sampling for
PA but still does not address the time requirements due to of the amount of
word and document level updates. We tackle this problem by developing Online
Variational Bayes for PA: a novel inference procedure for PA which requires only
document level updates and a single pass of the corpus. Furthermore, by keeping
the inference techniques similar (and where possible identical) for our document
models in this thesis, we can focus more on testing the claims that mathematical
document classification requires symbol data without influencing the results by
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using different machine learning techniques.
Variational Bayes for generic topic models is outlined in [18], however, in
this paper, the mathematics is dense and difficult to follow. In this section, we
begin by deriving Variational Bayes for Pachinko Allocation from the ground up
using the same strategy as deriving Variational Bayes for LDA. Recall that the
strategy for variational inference is to obtain the tightest possible lower bound on
the log-likelihood [33] by optimising this lower bound over a set of free variational
parameters.
We begin by constructing a lower bound using the same strategy as in Varia-
tional Bayes for LDA. We consider a simpler version of the graphical model of PA
in Figure 6-2 with the problematic nodes and edges removed and augment this
model with a set of free variational parameters: we remove all edges, observed
variables, and model parameters; we then augment the model with the free vari-









where F denotes the set of free variational parameters, and qd denotes the vari-








The factors q(θr|γr), q(θi|γi), and q(βj|λj) are given by the probability density
function of the Dirichlet distribution, and q(zdn|φdn) and q(z′dn|φ′dn) are given
by the probability density function of the Categorical distribution. Figure 6-4
describes the full variational distribution as a probabilistic graphical model.
We obtain a lower bound of the log-likelihood using Jensen’s inequality via the
same method as deriving the lower bound for the log-likelihood of a document
under LDA. Furthermore, we arrive at the same lower bound as a function of
expectations over the variational distribution q given by the inequality
log p(w|Θ) ≥ Eq[log p(H,w|Θ)]− Eq[log q(H|F)] (6.4)












Figure 6-4: Graphical model representation of the variational distribution of PA
ational parameters F given the model parameters Θ and call this the Evidence
Lower Bound. We rewrite L as a sum of expectations using the factorisations of
p and q and arrive at
L(F ; Θ) =
D∑
d=1
Ld(F ; Θ) + Eq[log p(β|η)]− Eq[log q(β|λ)] (6.5)
where Ld, the contribution of the dth document to the Evidence Lower Bound is
given by
Ld(F ; Θ) = Eq[log p(θrd|αr)] + Eq[log p(θd|α)] + Eq[log p(zd|θrd)]
+ Eq[log p(z′d|zd,θd)] + Eq[log p(wd|z′d,βd)]− Eq[log q(θrd|γrd)]
− Eq[log q(θd|γd)]− Eq[log q(zd|φd)]− Eq[log q(z′d|φ′)]
(6.6)
We now have a lower bound on the log-likelihood of the corpus given an arbi-
trary variational distribution q. We now wish to minimise the difference between
the log-likelihood and this lower bound. It can be verified that this difference is in-
deed the KL divergence between the variational posterior probability q(H|F) and
the true posterior probability p(H|w,Θ). Finally, by rewriting the log-likelihood
as a function of the free variational parameters via the Evidence Lower Bound
and this KL divergence, we arrive at
log p(w|Θ) = L(F ; Θ) + D(q(H|F) ‖ p(H|w,Θ))
We see that minimising the KL divergence between the variational posterior
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probability and the true posterior probability is equivalent to maximising L via
the free variational parameters. We now outline the steps for maximising the
Evidence Lower Bound.
The expectations in Equation (6.5) each take the form of the expectations
outlined in Appendix B. Using the expanded forms of these expectations, we
express the terms of Equation (6.5) as follows. Firstly, we discover that the
expectations over the topics β are identical to the same expectations under LDA.
Appendices B.1 and B.2 show that the expectations over the super-topic mixtures
θrd expand to the summations








((αri − 1)Eq[log θrdi|γrd]− log Γ(αri))








((γrdi − 1)Eq[log θrdi|γrd]− log Γ(γri))
where we emphasise the dependency on γrd in the inner expectations. Appendices





























where we emphasise the dependency on γd in the inner expectations. Appendices
B.4 and B.5 show the expectations over the super-topic indices zd expand and













where we emphasise the dependency on γrd in the inner expectations. Similarly,
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Finally, Appendix B.6 shows the remaining expectation over the topic indices z′d










where we emphasise the dependency on γd in the inner expectations.
By plugging in these expectations into Equation (6.5), we now have the lower
bound L as a function of the model parameters and the free variational pa-
rameters. We now outline the process of maximising this lower bound via the
variational parameters.
6.2.1.1 Document Level Updates
In this section, we describe the methods of maximising L with respect to each of





Variational Categorical Parameters We first maximise L with respect to
the Variational Categorical parameters φdn. We maximise each entry of φdn indi-
vidually and use Lagrange multipliers to enforce the constraint that the entries in
φdn must sum to one. Retaining only the terms of L containing φdni and adding













taking partial derivatives with respect to φdni yields
∂L[φdni]
∂φdni
= Eq[log θrdi|γrd] +
K∑
j=1
φ′dnjEq[log θdij|γdi]− log φdni − 1 + Λdn
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Using Equation (4.5) to expand the expected logs and setting this derivative to








where φdn is normalised to sum to one.
We now maximise L with respect to the Variational Categorical parameters
φ′dn where we again perform element-wise maximisation and use Lagrange mul-
tipliers to enforce the constraint that entries of φ′dn must sum to one. Retaining


















φdniEq[log θdij|γdi] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]− log φ′dnj − 1 + Λn






φdniEq[log θdij|γdi] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]
}
where φ′dn is normalised to sum to one.
Variational Dirichlet Parameters We now maximise L with respect to the
Variational Dirichlet parameter γrd. We maximise each entry of γ
r
d individually
with no constraints to enforce. By retaining only the terms of L containing γrdi















































We now maximise L with respect to γdi, the where again we maximise each
entry of γdi individually with no constraints to enforce. Retaining only the terms














































Finally, setting this derivative to zero yields the maximising value of γdij at






We now have update rules for the variational parameters which we require for
the document level variational inference procedure. Since the update rules for the
document level variational parameters are dependent on one another, full varia-
tional inference requires iterating through these update rules until convergence.
We summarise the document level variational updates in Algorithm 10.
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Algorithm 10 Document level variational inference for Pachinko Allocation
Initialise γrd, γd randomly
repeat







Set φ′dnj ∝ exp
{∑
i
φdniEq[log θdij|γdi] + Eq[log βjwdn |λj]
}












until Convergence of γrd, γd
Similar to LDA, we may optimise for a single fixed document wd. Therefore,
we can use the procedure that yields the optimised values of φ′d, to approximate
the topic mixture representation of a given document. In particular, we evaluate
the expected value of the normalised frequency count of the topic indices z′dn

















6.2.1.2 Corpus Level Updates
We now have a variational inference procedure for approximating the document
level variational parameters. We now derive the variational methods for approx-
imating the variational parameters λ and the Dirichlet priors αr and α which
maximise the marginal log-likelihood of the data.
We have already shown that there is a tractable lower bound on the log-
likelihood, and we can further maximise this lower bound via the model parame-
ters αr and α and the variational parameters λ. Therefore, we can derive a full
variational EM procedure that yields the optimised values for αr, α, and λ.
We optimise λ by using the same method for optimising λ under LDA. We
discover a near identical update rule, the only difference being notational: we
exchange φ with φ′ since φ now represents the Variational Categorical parameter
on the super-topics indices under PA and the λ updates require the Variational
Categorical parameter on the topic indices. That is, we have a maximising value
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of λjv at








We now maximise the lower bound L via the Dirichlet parameters αr and
α. We achieve this via the same method as approximating α under LDA. In
particular, we optimise αr using the values of the γrd’s, and optimise each αi
using the values of the γdi’s.
Firstly, we optimise αr using [36] via the update rule
αr ← αr − α˜r(γr)





















Finally, we optimise each αi using [36] with the update rule
αi ← αi − α˜i(γ)
where α˜i is the inverse of the Hessian Hi multiplied by the gradient gi as a




















We now have the required document level and corpus level updates necessary
for the full Batch Variational Bayes algorithm for Pachinko Allocation. The
outline of the variational EM procedure is as follows:
• E-step: For each document, find the optimised values of the variational pa-
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rameters γrd, γd, φd, and φ
′
d using the document level variational algorithm.
• M-step: Maximise the resulting lower bound on the log-likelihood via the
parameters αr, α, and λ using the corpus level updates.
We summarise the full Variational Bayes inference procedure for Pachinko
Allocation on a corpus of documents in Algorithm 11. We apply the document
level variational procedure for each document in the corpus, and update the
corpus level parameters after each pass of the data.
Algorithm 11 Batch Variational Bayes for Pachinko Allocation
Initialise λ randomly
repeat
for d = 1, . . . , D do
Initialise γrd, γd randomly
repeat








Set φ′dnj ∝ exp{
∑
i φdniEq[log θdij|γdi] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]}










until Convergence of γrd, γd
end for







until Convergence of L
6.2.2 Online Variational Inference
Algorithm 11 is batch Variational Bayes algorithm; it requires a full pass of the
corpus at each iteration. We now present Online Variational Bayes for Pachinko
Allocation which requires only a single pass of the corpus. In particular, based
on [6], we introduce a novel adaptation of the Batch Variational Bayes algorithm
for PA so that the variational parameter λ is updated at each iteration. We
update λ using a weighted average of its previous value and the optimal value
according to the current value of φ′ via the weighting parameter ρd = (τ0 + d)−κ
where τ0 denotes the offset and κ denotes the decay as described in Chapter 4.
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We describe the Online Variational Bayes algorithm for Pachinko Allocation in
Algorithm 12.
Algorithm 12 Online Variational Bayes for Pachinko Allocation
Define ρd := (τ0 + d)
−κ
Initialise λ randomly
for d = 1, 2, . . . do
Initialise γrd, γd randomly
repeat








Set φ′dnj ∝ exp
{∑














until Convergence of γrd, γd





Set λ = (1− ρd)λ− ρdλ˜
end for
6.3 Document Classification
In this section, we outline document classification via Pachinko Allocation. By
design, the framework is almost identical to classification via Latent Dirichlet Al-
location as described in Section 4.4. In particular, we describe a semi-supervised
classifier trained on a partially labelled collection of documents via their topic
mixture representations.
6.3.1 Framework
We outline the complete framework of document classification via Pachinko Al-
location. As before, we use the machine learning framework described in 3: we
break down the process into the unsupervised layer which uses PA to model the
documents as topic mixtures, and the supervised layer which trains a supervised
multi-label classifier on a collection of these labelled topic mixtures.
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Figure 6-5: The Unsupervised Layer using PA
Document Modelling
Given a partially labelled corpus and choices of S and K, we use the PA pa-
rameter estimation methods to approximate the Dirichlet priors αr and α, the
variational parameter λ on the topics, and the topic mixture representations φ¯
′
d of
the documents. Figure 6-5 shows the document modelling step (the unsupervised
layer) of the machine learning framework using PA.
Supervised Training
The supervised layer is identical to the ones described in LDA and DLDA. Using
the labelled topic mixture representations of the documents obtained from the
unsupervised layer as feature vectors, we train a supervised classifier. Again, we
may use any discriminative supervised classification methods for this step. We
continue to use nearest neighbour methods which we describe in Appendix C.2.
Classification
We now have all the tools necessary for classification via PA. The unsupervised
layer provides the required parameters to obtain the topic mixture representation
φ¯
′
of an unseen document. The supervised layer provides the document classifier
f which will output the predicted set of labels c for this document. Figure 6-6












Figure 6-6: Classification process via PA
Remark
In the above framework, we do not incorporate the values of θr in the classification
step. For uncertain classification instances, for example, when the binary clas-
sifiers scores are close to the decision threshold, the inclusion of the super-topic
mixtures may present useful discriminative characteristics. In the framework
above, we classify documents according to the proportions of the word topics
only. Given that the approximated values of the topics β depend on the values
of θr through θ, the features may already encapsulate sufficient information on
the super-topics and this may have little effect on classification. The effect of
including the values of θr in the classification process is the subject for future
work.
To summarise, PA provides another fast filtering algorithm for feature selection
for document classification. In particular, PA allows us to transform a document
of possibly many words to a mixture of a much smaller number of latent topics.
Since PA takes into account the super-topic structures of the documents, the
approximated topics are potentially less prone to overlap; PA controls correla-
tions between topics at the super-topic level. Therefore, PA provides a means of
representing documents as a mixture of latent topics with stronger discriminative
properties compared to the LDA topic mixture representation.
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6.4 Experimental Results
We now evaluate the performance of mathematical document classification via
PA. In particular, we observe what effect the choice of both the number of super-
topics S and the number of topics K has on classification performance, and
furthermore, we determine the optimised Labelling F-Score by adjusting the de-
cision boundaries on the supervised classifiers. Finally, we investigate the best
performing classifiers in detail and study the confusion between subject areas.
6.4.1 Preliminary Experiments
To get an idea of how classification via PA behaves, we run our experiments for
a selection of values of S and K and observe the effect it has on classification
performance. For our preliminary experiments, we use a similar set-up as LDA
in Section 4.5. We perform Pachinko Allocation on our training data using the
values of S ∈ {1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200} and K ∈ {10, 25, 50, 100, 200}. For the
supervised layer, we train an ensemble of Nearest Neighbour Classifiers using
five nearest neighbours, inverse distance weighting and the χ2 distance metric.
Note that when S = 1, we have an LDA model and achieve same classification
performance. We ignore this result when selecting the best parameters.
Figure 6-7 shows the effect of the choice of values S ∈ {1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200}
and K ∈ {10, 25, 50, 100, 200} on the Labelling F-Score of the Online PA classifier
on the multi-labelled and uni-labelled datasets. Each experiment is repeated
sixteen times on different random test and train partitions of the data.
Effect of S
We observe that introducing more super-topics has an adverse impact on perfor-
mance in general. We observe a fairly consistent decrease in performance as the
value of S increases. In particular, we see the highest classification performance









































Figure 6-7: Classification performance via PA
Effect of K
Given low values of S, we see an increase in performance as K increases, up to
the K = 50, K = 100 mark with slight declines in performance beyond. Unlike
LDA and DLDA, we do not see the performance levelling off; we see obvious
peaks with steady declines.
To summarise, on both datasets we achieve the highest Labelling F-Score with
S = 10. Furthermore, we achieve the highest Labelling F-Score with K = 100
and K = 50 on the multi-labelled and uni-labelled datasets respectively. We now
look in detail at the outputs of one of the classifiers in each of these cases.
Precision/Recall Trade-off
We now look at the micro-averaged precision and recall of the classification re-
sults. Over the sixteen experiments using the optimal parameter settings, we
observe a median micro-averaged precision and recall of 84.13% and 73.97% re-
spectively on the uni-labelled dataset and 76.33% and 40.00% respectively on the
multi-labelled dataset. Similar to before, this suggests the binary classifiers are
again too harsh when it comes to yielding positive classifications. We rerun our
experiences on these classifiers with different settings for fixed decision thresholds
and discover that we achieve optimal performance using the decision threshold
of 0.3. Table 6.1 outlines the optimal parameter settings and performance of the












Table 6.1: Optimised Classification Performance via Online Pachinko Allocation
6.4.2 Confusion
In this section, we investigate the per-class confusion of our classifier and further-
more, briefly compare performance to classification via LDA. Later, in Chapter
8, we will collect the results and compare all models presented in this thesis.
Firstly, Figure 6-8 shows a confusion matrix highlighting the per-class true
positive rates on the diagonal, per-class false negative rates broken down by false
positives over the other classes on the off-diagonal, and finally, per-class null
classification rates on the final column. Compared with LDA, we notice a small
decline in performance in the top performing categories, but a strong decline in
performance in the poor performing categories. Furthermore, we see strong con-
fusion between subject areas. In particular, we see 43.3% of documents labelled
as “Ordinary differential equations” are misclassified as “Partial differential equa-
tions”.
We now construct the equivalent confusion matrix for multi-labelled classifica-
tion. Again, due to the size of the confusion matrix, we only present three sections
of the matrix highlighting the areas of strongest and weakest performance. We
present the full heat-map of confusion in Appendix D.
Figure 6-9 shows sections of the confusion matrix highlighting the strongest
per-class true positive rates; the upper-left section. Here we see similar true
positive and false negative rates to classification via LDA. Again, we see a slight
increase in true positive rates amongst the top performing categories, but a small















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6-8: Per-class confusion of classification via PA on the uni-labelled dataset
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Figure 6-9: Per-class confusion of classification via PA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Upper-left section.
amongst these top ten categories, but this time with slightly higher rates.
Figure 6-10 shows sections of the confusion matrix highlighting the strongest
confusion between subject areas; the lower-left section. We again see that there
are high levels of confusion between related subject areas such as “Integral equa-
tions” and “Partial differential equations”. However, we are also seeing stronger
confusion between non-related models. In particular, we see that the subject
areas “Geometry” and “$K$-theory” are being false classified as many different
areas.
Finally, Figure 6-11 shows sections of the confusion matrix highlighting the
weakest per-class true positive rates; the lower-right section. Here we see a similar
range true positive rates compared to classification via LDA, and furthermore, we
see significantly lower rates of null classifications. Here we see that classification
via PA administers a trade-off between false positive rates and null classification
109
















































































































































Figure 6-10: Per-class confusion of classification via PA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Lower-left section.
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Figure 6-11: Per-class confusion of classification via PA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Lower-right section.
rates.
6.4.3 Discussion
We observe a decline in performance compared with classification via LDA; we
see a reduction of approximately 7% in each our performance measures which
suggests that the complex super-topic/topic structure is inappropriate for the
modelling of text in mathematical documents, especially when compared to the
successes of LDA.
One possible reason for the decline in performance could be due to the in-
ference methods used. In particular, we introduce Online Variational Bayes for
Pachinko Allocation which allows us to perform extensive numbers of experiments
quickly. Although we may have sacrificed performance efficiency by using such
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methods, the choice of using Online Variational Bayes methods is not necessarily
a problem concerning our research goals; the aims of this thesis are to examine
the effect on mathematical document classification performance when modelling
mathematical documents over dual vocabularies. We keep the inference tech-
niques of our models as similar as possible to ensure that we are only testing the
impact of the mathematical symbols on classification performance, and not the
strength of the inference techniques. Furthermore, Pachinko Allocation is not
directly applicable to our problem of mathematical document classification since
PA assumes observations over a single vocabulary.
To summarise, we have introduced PA as a stepping stone to the more power-
ful Dual Pachinko Allocation document model which assumes observations over




We now introduce our final mathematical document model Dual Pachinko Alloca-
tion. In the previous chapter, we introduce Pachinko Allocation, which captures
correlations between words into topics and furthermore correlations between top-
ics into super-topics. We now generalise PA to develop Dual Pachinko Allocation,
a novel probabilistic generative model which assumes observations over dual vo-
cabularies.
We recall our experimental results of classification via DLDA: we observe
a performance decrease when compared with classification via the equivalent
single-vocabulary LDA model. We attribute the decline in performance to the
possibly incorrect assumptions made under the DLDA model; that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the word and symbol topics. We postulate
that this is not the case since there are likely instances of mathematical subject
areas, especially in the areas of applied sciences, which share notation but not
terminology.
The novelty of Dual Pachinko Allocation is that it allows for topics over each
vocabulary to be modelled separately which in turn relaxes the assumption that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the word topics and symbol topics.
The Dual Pachinko Allocation model extends the Pachinko Allocation model
a similar way to how DLDA extends LDA. In the context of mathematical docu-
ment modelling, Dual Pachinko Allocation assumes each document can be repre-
sented as a mixture of two collections of latent topics: a mixture of word topics
and symbol topics. In particular, the mixtures of word topics and mixtures of
symbol topics are conditionally independent given the super-topic mixture. That
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is, for a corpus of mathematical documents, the correlations between words and
correlations between symbols are not directly influenced by one another, but in-
stead influenced by a mixture of latent super-topics. As before, the word topics
and symbol topics are each characterised by distributions of words and symbols
respectively, but under the assumptions of Dual Pachinko Allocation, there may
now be different numbers of word topics and symbol topics.
To summarise, in this chapter, we first provide a detailed outline of the Dual
Pachinko Allocation model, introduce Batch and Online Variational Bayes algo-
rithms for parameter estimation, describe mathematical document classification
via Dual Pachinko Allocation, and finally, perform various sets of experiments
and discuss classification on mathematical corpora.
7.1 Dual Pachinko Allocation
The Dual Pachinko Allocation model (DPA) extends Pachinko Allocation to
model collections of discrete data where observations span dual vocabularies. In
the context of mathematical document modelling, DPA assumes mathematical
documents as collections words and symbols, which can be represented by a col-
lection of mixtures of latent topics. In particular, mixtures of latent word topics
θdi, and mixtures of latent symbol topics θ
s
di, where the influence of each topic
mixture is weighted according to a mixture of latent super-topics θrd. Similar to
DLDA, a word and symbol topics are characterised by distributions of words and
symbols respectively.
The generative process is similar to DLDA and PA. DPA assumes that a
document can be generated by first sampling a latent super-topic mixture and a
collection of word topic and symbol topic mixtures, then sampling a collection of
words and symbols according to the weights in the super-topic and word/symbol
topic mixtures.
Formally, this model assumes that the number of latent super-topics S, the
numbers of the latent word and symbols topics K and Ks, and the sizes of the
word and symbol vocabularies V and V s are known and fixed. Furthermore, the
numbers of words Nd and symbols N
s
d are Poisson distributed with parameters ξ
and ξs respectively. Finally, the K word topics and Ks symbol topics are Dirichlet
distributed with smoothing parameters η and ηs respectively. Similar to DLDA,
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the Poisson assumptions here are not critical for this Chapter, but the fact that
the numbers of words and symbols belong to different distributions is crucial.
Given the Dirichlet priors α and αs on the word and symbol topic mixtures,
and αr on the super-topic mixtures; word topics β1, . . . ,βK ; and symbol topics
βs1, . . . ,β
s
Ks ; DPA assumes the generative process of a document (wd, sd) outlined
in Algorithm 13 where we make clear the similarities to the PA generative process
by highlighting the new steps introduced.
Algorithm 13 Generative process of a document under DPA
Sample super-topic mixture θr ∼ Dir(αr)
for each of the S super-topics do
Sample word topic mixture θdi ∼ Dir(αi)
Sample symbol topic mixture θsdi ∼ Dir(αsi ) . New Step
end for
Sample number of words Nd ∼ Poisson(ξ)
for each of the Nd words do
Sample word super-topic index i = zdn ∼ Cat(θrd)
Sample word topic index j = z′dn ∼ Cat(θdi)
Sample word index wdn ∼ Cat(βj)
end for
Sample number of symbols N sd ∼ Poisson(ξs)
for each of the N sd symbols do . New Step
Sample symbol super-topic index i = zsdn ∼ Cat(θrd) . New Step
Sample symbol topic index j = zs′dn ∼ Cat(θsdi) . New Step
Sample symbol index sdn ∼ Cat(βsj) . New Step
end for
Figures 7-1 and 7-2 show exampled of the super-topic, word topic mixtures
and symbol topic mixtures for three documents and three word and symbol topics
under the DPA model.
The similarity between the generative processes of DPA and PA is similar to
the similarities between DLDA and LDA. In particular, the main difference is the
introduction of Ks symbol topics βsj and for each observation, we also generate
N sd symbols with corresponding super-topic and symbol topic indices. Unlike
DLDA, we introduce possibly a different number of symbol topics to the number
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Figure 7-1: Example super-topic, word topic, and symbol topic mixtures under
DPA.
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Figure 7-2: Example word topics and symbol topics under DPA.
of word topics.
Under the generative process of DPA, given the model parameters, the joint





d; super-topic indices zd and z
s




d; and topics β
and βs is given by the product












where H denotes the set of latent variables, Θ denotes the set of model param-
eters, and pPA denotes the joint distribution of a document under PA given by
Equation (6.1). The symbol specific factors p(θsdn|αsi ) and p(βsj|ηs) are given by
the probability density function of the Dirichlet distribution; and the remaining
factors are given by the probability denstiy function of the Categorical distribu-
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tion where p(z′sdn|zsdn = i,θsd) and p(sdn|z′sdn = j,βs) are given by p(z′sdn|θsdi) and
p(sdn|βsj) respectively.
Figure 7-3 describes the DPA model as a probabilistic graphical model. The
graphical model makes clear the similarities to PA in Figure 6-2 and DLDA
in Figure7-4. In particular, DPA has the same four-level structure as PA and
furthermore, similar to DLDA, removing the symbol specific nodes yields the
graphical model for PA due to the conditional independence of the word and
symbol branches given the super-topic mixtures. Similar to PA, if we consider
the case when S = 1, the super-topic specific variables become trivial, and we
obtain the DLDA graphical model.
7.2 Inference
In this section, we outline the process for solving for latent variables in the DPA
model. In particular, given the model parameters, we wish to determine the
latent variables which maximise the likelihood of a document (wd, sd) via the
posterior distribution
p(H|wd, sd,Θ) = p(H,wd, sd Θ)
p(wd, sd|Θ)
Again, this posterior distribution is intractable to compute in general due to the
interaction between the topic mixtures and the topics. We now outline the Batch
Variational Bayes inference procedure for DPA.
7.2.1 Variational Inference
Recall that the strategy for Variational Bayes is to obtain the tightest lower bound
on the log-likelihood by optimising this lower bound over a set of free variational
parameters. We construct this lower bound using the same strategy as before.
We consider a simpler version of the graphical model for DPA with the model
parameters, edges and observed variables removed and augment this model with
a set of free variational parameters. In particular, we augment the model with the






















































Figure 7-6: Graphical model representation of the variational distribution of DPA











were F denotes the set of free variational parameters, and qd denotes the varia-













The factors of Equations (7.2) and (7.3) which also appear in variational distri-
bution of the PA model are given by the same probability distributions as before.
The remaining symbol specific factors q(βsj|λsj) and q(θsdi|γsdi) are given by the
probability density function of the Dirichlet distribution; and q(zsdn|φsdn) and
q(z′sdn|φ′sdn) are given by the probability density function of the Categorical dis-
tribution. Figure 7-6 describes the full variational distribution as a probabilistic
graphical model.
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We obtain a lower bound of the log-likelihood using Jensen’s inequality via
the same method as deriving the lower bound for the log-likelihood of a document
under DLDA. Furthermore, we arrive at the same lower bound as a function of
expectations over the variational distribution q given by the inequality
log p(wd, sd|Θ) ≥ Eq[log p(H,wd, sd|Θ)]− Eq[log qd(H|F)] (7.4)
We let L denote the right hand side of Equation (7.4) as a function of the free
variational parameters F given the model parameters Θ and call this the Evidence
Lower Bound. We rewrite L using the factorisations of p and q as
L(F ; Θ) =
D∑
d=1
Ld(F ; Θ) + Eq[log p(β|η)] + Eq[log p(βs|ηs)]
− Eq[log q(β|λ)]− Eq[log q(βs|λ)]
(7.5)
where Ld denotes the contribution of the dth document to the Evidence Lower
Bound. In particular, due to the similarities between DPA and PA, we discover
that this contribution is the same as the equivalent contribution under PA, but
with the addition of the symbol specific expectations





+ Eq[log p(sd|z′sd ,βs)]− Eq[log q(θsd|γsd)]





where LPAd corresponds to the equivalent contribution of the dth document under
PA given by Equation (6.6).
We now have a lower bound on the log-likelihood of a corpus given an arbitrary
variational distribution q. Similar to before, we wish to minimise the difference
between the log-likelihood and the Evidence Lower Bound where we note that
this difference is the KL divergence between the posterior probability q(H|F) and
the true posterior probability p(H|w,Θ). We now express the log-likelihood in
terms of the Evidence Lower Bound and this KL divergence:
log p(w, s|Θ) = L(F ; Θ) + D(q(H|F) ‖ p(H|w, s,Θ)
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Here we see that minimising the KL divergence between the variational and
true posterior probabilities is equivalent to maximising L via the free variational
parameters. We now outline the steps for maximising the Evidence Lower Bound.
We express each of the expectations in Equations (7.5) and (7.6) as their
expanded forms outlined in Appendix B. Furthermore, we discover that the ex-
pectations over the topics β∗ have identical expansions to the DLDA case, and
those residing in LPAd have identical expansions to the PA case. The remaining
expectations in Equation (7.5) expand as follows.






































where we emphasis the dependency on γsd in the inner expectations. Appendices
B.4 and B.5 show the expectations over the symbol super-topic indices zsd expand













where we emphasis the dependency on γrd in the inner expectations. Similarly,













Finally, Appendix B.6 shows the remaining expectation over the symbol topic
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where we emphasise the dependency on γsd on the inner expectations.
By plugging in the above expectations into L, we now have the Evidence
Lower Bound as a function of the model parameters and the free variational
parameters. We now outline the process of maximising this lower bound via the
free variational parameters.
7.2.1.1 Document Level Updates
In this section, we describe the methods of maximising L with respect to each of







Variational Categorical Parameters The strategy for finding the maximis-
ing values of φdni and φ
′
dnj under DPA is identical to finding the same maximising
values under PA as described in Section 6.2.1. Furthermore, since the DPA model
does not introduce any more terms to L which depend on φdni and φ′dnj, we find
that the maximising values are also identical.
Following the same strategy for finding the maximising values of φsdni, we
discover that the maximising values are the same form as φdni but with the word
specific and symbol specific variables interchanged. That is, the maximising value


























where φ′sdn is normalised to sum to one.
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Variational Dirichlet Parameters We now maximise the Evidence Lower
Bound via the Variational Dirichlet parameter γri ; the ith component of the
Dirichlet parameter on the super-topic mixtures. Since the DPA model introduces
new terms L which depend on γrd, the maximising values are similar, but not

























































Finally, following the same strategy for finding the maximising values of γdij under
PA, we find the maximising values are of the same form, but with the word specific










We now have the update rules for the variational parameters which we require
for the document level variational inference procedure. Since the update rules
for the document level variational parameters are dependent on one another, full
variational inference requires iterating through these update rules until conver-
gence. We describe the document level variational inference procedure for Dual
Pachinko Allocation in Algorithm 14.
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Algorithm 14 Document level variational inference for Dual Pachinko Allocation






















Set φ′dnj ∝ exp{
∑
i φdniEq[log θdij|γdi] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]}



































until Convergence of γrd, γd, γ
s
d
Similar to the previous models, we may use the document level variational
procedure to approximate the topic mixture representation of a document under
DPA. We use Algorithm 14 as a function of a document (wd, sd) to provide the
optimised values of φ′d and φ
′s
d. We approximate the topic mixture representation
as the expected value of the normalised frequency count of the topic indices z′dn





















where we use the fact that under the variational distribution q, the expected
values of z′dn and z
′s





7.2.1.2 Corpus Level Updates
We now have a variational inference procedure for approximating the document
level variational parameters under DPA. We now derive the full variational in-
ference method for approximating the corpus level variational parameters on the
topics λ∗ and the Dirichlet priors on the topic mixtures αr and α∗.
We use the same strategy as before; we have already shown that there is a
tractable lower bound on the log-likelihood, and we can further maximise this
lower bound via the corpus level parameters. Thus, we can derive a full variational
EM procedure that yields the optimised values for αr, α, αs, λ and λs.
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We optimise for λ and λs using the same method for optimising λ under PA.
Furthermore, we discover that the update rule for λ is identical, and the update
rule for λs is of the same form, but with the word-specific and symbol specific











Similarly, we optimise αr and α using the same methods as before, and in
turn, obtain the same update rules as in PA. Finally, optimising αs using the
same methods as in PA, we obtain update rules of the same for as those for α,
but with the word-specific and symbol-specific variables exchanged; we optimise
αsi using [36] with the update rule
αsi ← αsi − α˜si (γs)
where α˜s, as a function of γs, is the inverse of the Hessian Hi multiplied by the

























We now have the required document and corpus level updates necessary for
the full Variational Bayes inference algorithm on the Dual Pachinko Allocation
model. The outline of the variational EM procedure is as follows:
• E-step: For each document, find the optimised values of the variational pa-








d using the document level variational
algorithm.
• M-step: Maximise the resulting lower bound on the log-likelihood via the
parameters αr, α, αs, λ and λs using the corpus level updates.
We summarise the procedure for full Variational Bayes inference on a corpus
of mathematical documents in Algorithm 15. We apply the document level vari-
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ational procedure for each document in the corpus, and update the corpus level
parameters after each pass of the data.
Algorithm 15 Batch Variational Bayes for Dual Pachinko Allocation
Initialise λ, λs randomly
repeat
for d = 1, . . . , D do






















Set φ′dnj ∝ exp{
∑
i φdniEq[log θdij|γdi] + Eq[log βjwdn|λj]}























































until Convergence of L
7.2.2 Online Variational Inference
Algorithm 15 is a batch Variational Bayes algorithm; it requires a full pass of
the corpus at each iteration. We now present Online Variational Bayes for Dual
Pachinko Allocation, a novel extension to Batch Variational Bayes for PA which
requires only a single pass of the corpus. In particular, we adapt the Batch
Variational Bayes algorithm so that we update the variational parameters λ and
λs at each iteration using a weighted average of their previous values and their
optimal values according to the current values of φ′ and φ′s respectively. In
particular, we update λ and λs via the weighting parameter ρd = (τ0 + d)
−κ,
where τ0 denotes the offset and κ denotes the decay as before. We outline the
Online Variational Bayes algorithm for Dual Pachinko Allocation in Algorithm
16.
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Algorithm 16 Online variational Bayes for Dual Pachinko Allocation
Define ρd := (τ0 + d)
−κ
Initialise λ, λs randomly
for d = 1, 2, . . . do


























dniEq[log θdij|γdi] + Eq[log βjwdn |λj]}



































until Convergence of γrd, γd, γ
s
d












Set λ = (1− ρd)λ− ρdλ˜
Set λs = (1− ρd)λs − ρdλ˜s
end for
7.3 Document Classification
We now outline document classification via Dual Pachinko Allocation. By design,
the framework is almost identical to classification via LDA. In particular, we
describe a semi-supervised classifier training on a partially labelled corpus via
their topic mixture representations.
7.3.1 Framework
We outline the complete framework of a document via Dual Pachinko Allocation.
As before, we break down the process into two layers: the unsupervised layer
(the document modelling step) and the supervised later (the supervised training
step).
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Figure 7-7: The Unsupervised Layer using DPA
Document Modelling
Given a partially labelled corpus and choices of S, K and Ks, we use the DPA
variational inference methods to approximate the Dirichlet priors αr and α∗, the
variational parameters λ∗ on the topics, and the topic mixture representations of
the documents φ¯
′
d. Figure 7-7 show a diagrammatic illustration of this layer.
Compared with classification via PA, the unsupervised layer for classification
via DPA requires the symbol data from the documents and outputs two extra
parameters: the variational parameter λ on the topics and the Dirichlet prior αs
on the symbol topic mixtures.
Supervised Training
The supervised layer is identical to before. Using the labelled topic mixture
representations of the document obtained from the unsupervised layer as feature
vectors, we train a supervised classifier. Again, we may use any discriminative
supervised classification methods. We continue to use nearest neighbour methods
which we describe in Appendix C.2.
Classification
We now have all the tools necessary for classification via DPA. The unsupervised
layer provides the required parameters to obtain the topic mixture representation
φ¯′ of an unseen document. The supervised layer provides the document classifier
f which will output the predicted set of labels c for this document. Figure 7-8












Figure 7-8: Classification process via DPA
To summarise, DPA provides a fast filtering algorithm for feature selection for
document classification. In particular, DPA allows us to transform a document
of possibly many words and symbols to a mixture or a much smaller number
of latent topics. Since DPA controls the correlations between word topics and
symbol topics at the super-topic level, the approximated topics are less prone
to overlap. Therefore, DPA provides a means of representing documents as a
mixture of more discriminative latent topics compared with the representations
according to the previous models.
7.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of mathematical document classi-
fication via DPA using the experimental set-up as described in Chapter 3. We
first perform a set of preliminary experiments to get a feel of how classification
via Dual Pachinko Allocation behaves in general. In particular, we observe what
effect the choices of the number of latent super-topics S, and the number latent
word and symbol topics K and Ks respectively has on the classification perfor-
mance. After identifying the optimal choices of the S, K and Ks, we study the
best performing classifiers in detail and investigate the confusion between subject
areas.
7.4.1 Preliminary Experiments
Figure 7-9 shows the effect that the choice of S,K,Ks taking values in the range
{10, 25, 50, 100, 200} has on the classification performance via DPA on the multi-












































































































Figure 7-9: Classification performance via DPA
layer as before; we use an ensemble of Nearest Neighbour Classifiers using five
nearest neighbours, inverse distance weighing and the χ2 distance metric. Each
experiment is repeated sixteen times on different random test and train partitions
of the data. We plot the median and interquartile range of the Labelling F-Score
on each set of experiments.
Effect of S
Firstly, looking at the effect of the choice of S, we see that in general, but with
a few notable exceptions, that as S decreases, classification performance increase
independently from the choices of K and Ks. This observation is similar to the
single vocabulary case in the previous chapter although we do notice that we
achieve the highest classification scores when S = 25 and S = 100.
Effect of K
Secondly, looking at the effect of the choice of K, we observe more obvious peaks
follows by declines. We recall that in the LDA experiments, we had observed an
increase in performance as K increased until levelling off around the K = 200
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mark. In the DPA case, we see peaks in performance much earlier on; near the
K = 50, K = 100 mark, followed by a decrease in performance.
Effect of Ks
Finally, looking at the effect of the choices of Ks, we notice a sharp increase in
performance in some select cases; we notice some spikes in performance when
Ks ∈ {50, 100, 200} but this not consistent over the various combinations of
values for S and K.
To summarise, we notice some fascinating interactions between the choices of
S, K and Ks. The selections of S and K seem to have similar effects the earlier
models in this thesis; however, we observe some interesting surges in performance
in some select cases. We achieve the highest Labelling F-Score with the values
S = 10, K = 50 and Ks = 25 on the uni-labelled dataset and S = 100, K = 25
and Ks = 50 on the multi-labelled dataset. For the remaining experiments, we
will focus on these cases only.
Precision/Recall Trade-off
The results here look promising; we see excellent classification performance on the
multi-labelled dataset. We again encounter an imbalance of precision and recall.
In particular, over the sixteen experiments on each dataset, we observe a median
micro-averaged precision and recall of 84.78% and 74.67% respectively on the uni-
labelled classification and 85.93% and 52.06% respectively on the multi-labelled
classification. Again, this implies that the classifiers are indeed too harsh when
yielding positive classifications. We rerun these experiments with varying fixed
thresholds and observe optimal performance when using a decision threshold of
0.3. We outline the optimal parameter settings and performance in Table 7.1
below.
7.4.2 Confusion
In this section, we investigate the per-class confusion of our classification results
and furthermore, we briefly compare performance to classification via LDA. Later,














Table 7.1: Optimised Classification Performance via Online Dual Pachinko Allo-
cation
Firstly, Figure 7-10 shows the true positive and false negative rates on the
classifier on the uni-labelled dataset. The true positive and false negative rates
presented here do not show anything interesting compared to the earlier models.
We see a slight decline in performance regarding the range of true positive rates.
We again see the strongest confusion occurs between closely related subject areas,
such as between “Statistics” and “Probability theory and stochastic processes”.
We now construct the equivalent confusion matrix for the classification on
the multi-labelled dataset. Again, due to the size of this matrix, we only present
three sections of the matrix which highlight the areas with strongest and weakest
performance for readability. We present the full heat-map in Appendix D.
Firstly, Figure 7-11 shows the section of the confusion matrix highlighting
the strongest per-class true positive rates; the upper-left section. Here we see an
overall increase in performance compared to the earlier models. In particular,
amongst these top ten performing categories we see a consistent increase in the
true positive rates. We again see very slight confusion between many of the pairs
of categories here.
Figure 7-12 shows the section of the confusion matrix highlighting the strongest
confusion between subject areas; the lower-left section. Here we see similar levels
of confusion compared to earlier models, and furthermore, we see the strongest
confusion between related subject areas.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7-10: Per-class confusion of classification via DPA on the uni-labelled
dataset
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Figure 7-11: Per-class confusion of classification via DPA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Upper-left section.
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Figure 7-12: Per-class confusion of classification via DPA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Lower-left section.
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Figure 7-13: Per-class confusion of classification via LDA on the multi-labelled
dataset - Lower-right section.
weakest per-class true positive rates; the lower-right section. Here we see the mer-
its of classification via DPA. Compared to classification via LDA, we see a sharp
increase in performance over the worst performing categories, with increases of
true positive rates of 16%-22.7% on the ten worst performing categories. Similar
to before, we again see the strongest null classification rates on the more generic
subject areas.
7.4.3 Discussion
The experiments presented in this chapter have presented some interesting re-
sults. Firstly, we observe that classification via Dual Pachinko Allocation yields
no performance benefit over Pachinko Allocation over the uni-labelled dataset.
This observation suggests that when considering mathematical documents cover-
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ing exactly one of the top twenty subject areas, that the hierarchical dual vocab-
ulary topic/super-topic structure of Dual Pachinko Allocation is unsuitable. In
particular, the imposed assumptions over LDA yield additional confusion between
classes.
Secondly, we observe that classification via Dual Pachinko Allocation yields a
significant performance increase over all the other models presented in this the-
sis on the multi-labelled dataset. The performance increase over DLDA directly
supports our claim regarding the incorrect assumption made under the DLDA
scenario that there is a one-to-one correspondence between word and symbol top-
ics. In particular, when relaxing this assumption, we observe a significant increase
in classification performance. This observation also reinforces our comment made
in Chapter 5 about modelling documents which employ mathematical concepts
from other subject areas. In particular, the approximated topics are not influ-
enced by correlations between words and symbols directly so we can represent
documents as a mixture of word and symbol topics separately.
For example, under DLDA, we may detect a symbol topic which houses the
correlations between typical “partial differential equations” notation, and fur-
thermore, we would detect co-occurring word correlations between both “partial
differential equations” terminology as well as “electromagnetism” terminology.
This sharing of notation will ultimately present a broad word topic which spans
both collections of terminology and imposes a less discriminative set of topics to
use for classification. Under DPA, this situation may resolve as detecting a single
symbol topic, and two distinct and more discriminative word topics, both which
can appear in documents at different proportions via the topic and super-topic
mixtures.
Finally, classification via Dual Pachinko Allocation yields higher performance
than the models in [13]. We have identified a mathematical document model with





In this chapter, we collect together all the experimental results for our document
models. Firstly, we compare and contrast the classification performance via each
model and discuss concerning our research aims. Finally, we outline related work
in the topic modelling and classification communities and discuss future directions
of research.
To recap, we have performed experiments on two different subsets of the
NTCIR dataset. Firstly, we perform experiments on the multi-labelled dataset
which is the full corpus of mathematical documents comprising of documents
labelled with possibly multiple subject areas according to top level MSC codes.
Secondly, we perform experiments on the uni-labelled dataset which is a subset
of the full corpus comprising of documents only labelled with exactly one of the
twenty most common top level MSC codes.
We perform experiments on the uni-labelled dataset so as to demonstrate the
value of the classifiers when applied to a simpler problem setting. In particular, we
attempt to remove any labelling inconsistencies caused by the “Author Labelling
Problem”, by restricting our labelled data to documents tagged with exactly one
label from the top twenty subject areas. In particular, we avoid instances of
potential over-labelling. Since this is a similar set-up to the work in [12], we can
also directly compare our results.
The uni-labelled setting is not realistic since mathematical documents in dig-
ital libraries are usually tagged with multiple labels from a wide range of subject
areas. Hence, we also perform our experiments on the full multi-labelled dataset
to demonstrate the value of the classifiers in a real-world setting. Furthermore,
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this is a similar set-up to the work in [13] and again, we directly compare our
results.
In this thesis, we have sufficiently explored latent topic models in the con-
text of mathematical document classification and present four models. Firstly,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in Chapter 4: a popular latent topic model
for documents. Secondly, Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation (DLDA) in Chapter
5: a novel extension to LDA which assumes observations over a dual vocabulary,
in particular, models mathematical documents over word and symbol vocabular-
ies. Thirdly, Pachinko Allocation (PA) in Chapter 6: another popular document
model which is a hierarchical extension to LDA. Finally, Dual Pachinko Alloca-
tion (DPA) in Chapter 7: a novel extension to PA which assumes observations
over dual vocabularies.
We directly address our claim to be tested and demonstrate that accurate
multi-label classification requires the inclusion of symbol data. In particular, we
see that classification via Dual Pachinko Allocation yields the best performance,
and furthermore outperforms our single vocabulary models as well as the existing
work proposed in [13].
8.1 Comparison of Models
In this section, we collect all the experimental results for each of the document
models we present in this thesis and compare. We first compare the overall clas-
sification performance via each document model by comparing the highest La-
belling F-Score observed. Recall, the Labelling F-Score measures per-document
classification performance and accounts for partial matches. Table 8.1 below







Table 8.1: Highest observed classification performance via each model
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Firstly, looking at the multi-labelled dataset, we see that classification via the
dual vocabulary DPA model performs best. Furthermore, in Chapter 7 we report
the highest achieved micro-averaged F-Score of 69.99% which exceeds the highest
value reported in [13] of 67.3%. We conclude that considering mathematical
documents covering multiple subject areas, the symbol data coupled with the
hierarchical topic/super-topic structure yields better detection of multiple subject
areas of a document when compared with existing methods.
On the other hand, looking at the uni-labelled results, we see that classifi-
cation via single vocabulary LDA performs best. Here we conclude that when
a considering mathematical documents which we assume to cover exactly one of
the top twenty subject areas, the word co-occurrences are descriptive enough to
discriminate between these subject areas. When introducing mathematical no-
tational information and/or a hierarchical topic/super-topic structure, we see a
decline in performance; these new models are potentially overfitting to the data.
In the following sections, we investigate whether the adapted models are intro-
ducing unnecessary complexity for this simple scenario yielding confusion between
subject areas, or that these models “over-classify” the potentially under-labelled
documents. In particular, we compare the per-class true positive, and false posi-
tive rates and evaluate the impact on overall performance.
True Positive Rates
We first compare the per-class true positive rates of each of the models: for each
class i, we evaluate the percentage of condition positives of class i which are
correctly predicted to belong to class i.
When considering the uni-labelled dataset, the true positive rate is somewhat
robust to the possibility of under-labelled documents appearing in the training
data since the per-class true positive rates are invariant to changes in false posi-
tives within classification instances yielding true positives. On the other hand, if
a classifier predicts multiple appropriate classes but does not successfully predict
the “true” class, then this will indeed have a negative effect on the true positive
rates here.
Figure 8-1 shows the distributions of the per-class true positive rates of each
model.
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Figure 8-1: Per-class true positive rates of each model
Firstly, looking at the multi-labelled scenario, we see that classification via
DPA yields the highest performance. We observe that the lower end of the
DPA true positive rates is around 20%, where under LDA, DLDA, and PA, we
observe true positive rates which are close to zero. This observation suggests
that DPA improves upon the previous models by improving detection on the
worst performing categories. Furthermore, we also observe that classification via
LDA, DLDA and PA yield similar distributions of true positive rates, whereas
classification via DPA yields consistently higher rates and suggests that Dual
Pachinko Allocation yields the most discriminative feature set compared to the
other models for multi-labelled classification.
We now look at the uni-labelled scenario. We see that compared with LDA,
each of the other modes introduce both a decrease and a negative skew to the true
positive rates. When considering the decline of true positive rates as an increase
in false negative rates, it is evident that the new models may be overfitting to the
data which yields a decrease in performance over the simpler model. Furthermore,
the skew suggests that feature selection imposed by these new models introduces
no extra discriminative properties, but also a feature set which is vaguer across
the worst performing subject areas.
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Figure 8-2: Per-class false positives of each model
False Positive Rates
Finally, we look at the per-class false positive rates. That is, for each class i, we
evaluate the percentage of condition negatives of class i which are false positives
of class i. Figure 8-2 shows the distributions of the false positive rates of each
model.
Firstly, looking at the multi-labelled scenarios, we again see that classification
via DPA yields the highest performance. On both labelling scenarios, we see that
classification via DLDA and PA yield higher false positive rates when compared
to classification via LDA. This observation suggests that DLDA and PA yields a
feature set that does not correspond well to mathematical subject areas.
Secondly, looking at the uni-labelled scenario, we see that classification via
LDA yields the highest performance. We see that each of the other models yield
higher rates of false positives. This observation again suggests that the feature
selection imposed by the new models reduce the level of discrimination between
subject areas.
To summarise, multi-labelled classification via DPA yields strong improves
in all aspects; we see both higher true positive rates and lower false positive
rates. We conclude that in a realistic problem setting; the structure of mathe-
matical documents strongly adhere to a framework of mixtures of terminologies
(topics) and mixtures of notations (symbol topics). Furthermore, amongst the
mathematical subject areas according to top-level MSC codes, these mixtures are
consistently similar.
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We do however see a decrease in classification performance via DPA in the
uni-labelled scenario. Given that it is more realistic that documents cover mul-
tiple subject areas, it is understandable that powerful models such as DPA yield
higher false positive rates in the uni-labelled scenario, however, we also observe
lower true positive rates and conclude that classification via LDA within the uni-
labelled scenario is most suitable. We conclude that mathematical documents
labelled with exactly one of the top twenty top-level MSC subject areas exhibit
consistent mixtures of topics between subject areas.
8.2 Future Work
In this section, we propose future directions of research to be considered to con-
tinue and improve the work presented in this thesis. In particular, we highlight
further research on latent topic models which we could adapt and refine to ad-
dress the problem field of mathematical document classification, and similarly,
how the research presented in this thesis may be adapted to address alternative
problem domains.
8.2.1 Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes
We have spent a considerable amount of time on running experiments on different
combinations of the numbers of latent topics and super-topics to identify the
optimal dimensional settings. An improvement here would be to have these
values to be automatically determined in the training process. We could achieve
this using Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes [44].
The Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) model is a generalisation of LDA
which assumes that observations can be characterised by a mixture of latent top-
ics, but relaxes the assumption the value of K, the number of latent topics, is
known and fixed. In [44], the authors present various methods of inference, in-
cluding Gibbs sampling. Progress has been made in producing other inference
methods. In particular, [45] presents a Variational Bayes algorithm and further-
more, [46] provides Online Variational Bayes for Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes.
The papers mentioned here use the HDP model as a purely unsupervised







Figure 8-3: Graphical model representation of multi-LDA
tion via HDP is not directly explored.
Finally, HDP provides inspiration for constructing a possible Hierarchical
Pachinko Process model: a generalisation of Pachinko Allocation which relaxes
the assumptions that both the number of topics K and super-topics S are known
and fixed.
8.2.2 Multi-vocabulary Approaches
In this thesis, we have demonstrated the value of dual-vocabulary approaches to
mathematical document classification. Furthermore, dual vocabulary approaches
are used in the contexts of automatic image annotation [47], and author entity
resolution [42].
An interesting further generalisation of the single vocabulary models would
be the introduction of multi-vocabulary models, which model observations over
M ≥ 2 vocabularies. In particular, Figure 8-3 outlines a graphical model of multi-
vocabulary generalisation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation over M fixed vocabular-
ies. Figure 8-4 outlines the same multi-vocabulary generalisation of Pachinko
Allocation.
We have shown that when adapting the single vocabulary models to produce
the dual vocabulary models, we introduce only minimal changes to the mathe-
matical structure of the model. In particular, the changes are simply additions
rather than explicit changes to the existing models, e.g. we may reuse compo-
nents of the existing models and simply add steps to the existing algorithms. It
is likely the case that we may generalise for multi-vocabulary models in the same













Figure 8-4: Graphical model representation of multi-PA
8.2.3 Mathematical Structure
In this thesis, we follow the bag-of-words approach: we consider documents as col-
lections of unordered words. Furthermore, we consider mathematical documents
as collections of unordered words and unstructured symbols. The NTCIR dataset
which we use for our training data includes mathematical structural information
via the MathML representations which we discard when using the latent topic
models outlined in this thesis. We now discuss the possibility of using document
structure as well as the mathematical structure in the context of mathematical
document modelling.
Firstly, in the computer vision community, latent topic models which incorpo-
rate spatial structure information have proven to be useful for image classification.
In particular, [48] shows that object detection and classification in photographs is
significantly improved when including spatial structure information since nearby
visual features are likely to belong to the same visual topic.
In the context of mathematical document modelling, we might assume the
same about nearby symbols. In particular, at the document level, symbols which
appear in nearby pieces of mathematics (for example, appearing in the same
equation or paragraph) are perhaps more likely to belong to the same notation
than symbols appearing elsewhere.
Secondly, since MathML is essentially a graph based representation, we may
look at graph-based approaches to classification. Graph-based matching is an-
other popular strategy for image classification. For example, in [49], the authors
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present the possibility of using frequently occurring sub-graphs of visual features
for image classification. In the context of mathematical document classification,
this could extend to detecting the commonly occurring sub-expressions to use for
classification. For example, the sub-expression“ ∂
∂x
” is likely to provide more dis-
criminative information than the symbols “∂” and “x” alone. These approaches




In this chapter, we give our concluding remarks of the research presented in this
thesis. We begin by outlining the contributions of this thesis in the scope of the
machine learning and mathematical knowledge management communities. We
finish by summarising the outcomes of the experimental results in this thesis and
draw conclusions in relation to our research goals.
9.1 Contributions
In this section, we outline the contributions of this thesis to the machine learning
and mathematical knowledge management communities. Our contributions in
this thesis fall into two categories: firstly, contributions to latent topic modelling,
and secondly, contributions to mathematical document classification.
9.1.1 Latent Topic Modelling
We first summarise our contributions to document modelling: we outline our
contributions which are not specific to the problem domain of the modelling of
mathematical documents, we outline our contributions which can be applied to
any scenario which involves modelling collections of discrete data.
Online Pachinko Allocation
In Chapter 6, we formally outline Variational Bayes for Pachinko Allocation, and
furthermore, introduce a novel extension to give an Online Variational Bayes
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algorithm for Pachinko Allocation. Online Variational Bayes for Pachinko Allo-
cations provides computationally efficient inference over large collections of data.
In particular, this method requires only a single pass of the data and very useful
for realistic scenarios where data arrives in a stream; this is in contrast to typi-
cal Gibbs sampling methods which have high memory requirements and require
many iterations of the data.
Dual Pachinko Allocation
In Chapter 7, we introduce Dual Pachinko Allocation: a novel generalisation of
Pachinko Allocation which assumes observations over a dual vocabulary. Further-
more, we present Online Variational Bayes for Dual Pachinko Allocation: a fast
and efficient inference algorithm which requires only a single pass of the training
data. The DPA model relaxes the constraint imposed by the DLDA model that
there is a one-to-one corresponded between the topics of each feature space. We
demonstrate the performance of classification via DPA by classifying the sub-
ject area of mathematical documents and observe significant gains classification
performance when compared to current approaches.
By design, the use of the DPA model is not restricted to mathematical docu-
ment modelling. In particular, DPA can be used to model arbitrary collections of
discrete data where the observations span two distinct vocabularies. For exam-
ple, similar to [42] which models documents as collections of words and author
names, or [47] which models annotated images as collections of words and visual
features.
9.1.2 Mathematical Document Classification
Finally, we outline our contributions to mathematical knowledge management,
in particular, contributions to mathematical document classification.
Mathematical Document Classification via LDA
In Chapter 4, we present mathematical document classification via Latent Dirich-
let Allocation. Classification via LDA is not a novel concept, but until now has
not been explored in the context of mathematical document classification. We
show that mathematical document classification via LDA performs extremely well
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on the simple uni-labelled scenario and is directly comparable in performance to
the work presented in [12].
We have also shown that not only LDA performs well as a base for mathemati-
cal document modelling, we also show that LDA extends to classify mathematical
documents better via DPA which we discuss in the next section. The success of
DPA demonstrates the value of LDA as a base model opens doors to investigating
other LDA variants which we discuss in Section 8.2.
Mathematical Document Classification via DPA
In Chapter 7, we present the novel latent topic model Dual Pachinko Allocation
where classification via Dual Pachinko Allocation directly addresses the problem
of mathematical document classification. Furthermore, classification via DPA
allows us to address this issue in a principled way using strong statistical and
Bayesian foundations.
The authors of [13] allude to the possibility of using symbol data to improve
classification performance but do not explore this in detail. Furthermore, in [13],
the proposed idea is to treat symbols like words and continue to use a single
vocabulary.
The novelty of Dual Pachinko Allocation is that DPA yields a feature set of
separate word topics and symbol topics, where these topics are formed condition-
ally independently from one another given the documents’ super-topic mixtures.
The assumptions made under DPA allow us to address our problem in a principled
way. In particular, we base our model on the statistical structure of mathematical
documents opposed to a purely discriminative approach.
The experimental results in Chapter 7 show that mathematical document
classification via Dual Pachinko Allocation yields higher performance in a realistic
problem setting than the work presented in [13].
9.2 Conclusion
To conclude, we first refer to our research goals:
1. Explore latent topic models in the context of mathematical document mod-
elling. In particular, evaluate classification performance via Latent Dirich-
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let Allocation and Pachinko Allocation and compare to the prior art of
mathematical document classification.
2. Explore the use of symbol data applied to mathematical document classifi-
cation. In particular, extend the Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Pachinko
Allocation models to operate of dual vocabularies and again evaluate clas-
sification performance and compare with the prior art.
3. Explore Online Variational Bayes for higher level models. In particular, de-
velop fast and efficient inference techniques for our dual vocabulary models
and Pachinko Allocation which require only a single pass of the data.
In this thesis, we have directly addressed our three research goals. In particu-
lar, we have explored mathematical document classification via the existing latent
topic models Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Pachinko Allocation. Furthermore,
we have introduced and explored novel extensions to these models so as to include
mathematical notational data also, namely Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation and
Dual Pachinko Allocation. Finally, we have presented novel Online Variational
Bayes algorithms fo DLDA, PA and DPA which allow us to perform significant
numbers of experiments quickly. We have performed a wide range of experiments
on each of these document models and evaluated classification performance have
directly compared our results to the existing work in [12] and [13] and discover
the strongest classification performance via LDA and DPA.
9.2.1 Single Vocabulary Approaches
We now summarise the results of our experiments for each model in relation to our
research aims. We first discuss the single vocabulary models introduced in this
thesis and draw conclusions in the context mathematical document modelling.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation proves to be a very useful tool for mathematical doc-
ument classification: classification via LDA performs very well on both datasets
and is comparable in performance to [12] and [13]. Given the success of classifica-
tion via LDA on the uni-labelled scenario coupled with the decline of performance
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of the other models, we conclude that the simple mathematical document struc-
ture assumed by LDA is the best fit. In particular, documents that belong to
exactly one of the top twenty top-level MSC subject areas have similar mixtures
of terminology (topics) but do not necessarily share the same mixtures of symbol
notations.
Finally, LDA provides interesting tools and techniques which we use and adapt
for the remaining models. In particular, Batch and Online Variational Bayes
methods, which allows for the computationally efficient inference of the extended
models presented in this thesis.
Pachinko Allocation
Classification via Pachinko Allocation, a stronger variant of LDA, unfortunately,
yields the poorest classification performance amongst the models presented in
this thesis. In this context of mathematical document classification, this suggests
that an elaborate hierarchical topic structure imposed by Pachinko Allocation
overfits the data and is unnecessary for detecting the subject areas according to
the top level MSC codes. In particular, this observation supports the goodness
of fit of the LDA model to the data: the mathematical documents exhibit robust
and consistent mixtures of terminologies (topics) between subject areas.
On the other hand, Pachinko Allocation proves to be a good stepping stone
to Dual Pachinko Allocation which we summarise later. In particular, Online
Variational Bayes for LDA extends nicely into PA and in turn DPA which yields
significantly strong classification performance.
9.2.2 Dual Vocabulary Approaches
We now discuss classification via our dual vocabulary models: Dual Latent Dirich-
let Allocation and Dual Pachinko Allocation. These models both assume obser-
vations over dual vocabularies which detect correlations between words and sym-
bols at different levels. We now summarise the performance of classification via
these models, and again, draw conclusions in the context mathematical document
modelling.
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Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Firstly, we discuss classification via Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation. DLDA is
our extension to the existing LDA model which further includes mathematical
notational data to the document modelling set-up. The main characteristic of
DLDA is that the each word and symbol is attributed to a particular topic, where
topics are characterised by distributions of words and symbols, and more impor-
tantly, there is a one-to-one correspondence between word topics and symbol
topics.
We discover, that compared with single vocabulary LDA model, that these ex-
tra assumptions impose a decrease in classification performance. This observation
may suggest that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between word topics
and symbols topics. We investigate this further when considering classification
via Dual Pachinko Allocation which we summarise in the next section.
This observation follows intuition. For example, consider the subject area of
“Probability theory and stochastic processes” which would understandably have
robust and consistent notational conventions over many documents. However,
documents which simply employ probabilistic methods (for example, to prove a
hypothesis) are likely to share the same notation almost exactly, yet the collec-
tions of words are likely to be vastly different. This situation and for other similar
subjective areas are liable to be responsible for a poorer fit of word topics since
they are forced to become broader.
Dual Pachinko Allocation
Finally, we discuss classification via Dual Pachinko Allocation. We discover that
mathematical document classification via DPA proves to be most successful for
multi-labelled classification. In particular, multi-labelled classification perfor-
mance via DPA is higher than the other models in this thesis and the work
presented in [13]. Furthermore, we see the strongest gains in performance on
the previously lowest-performing categories. Classification via DPA outperforms
classification via both the single vocabulary LDA and PA models, which directly
supports our claim that accurate mathematical document classification requires
symbol notation.
When compared with DLDA, we relax the constraint that there is a one-to-
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one correspondence between word and symbol topics. Under DPA, there is a
conditional independence of the per-document word and symbol topic mixtures
given the per-document super-topic mixtures. Since we see an increase in clas-
sification performance via DPA over DLDA, we conclude that there are indeed
notational conventions with strong discriminative properties. Furthermore, this
supports the claim the there is not a one-to-one correspondence between word
topics and symbol topics.
We recall comment regarding subject areas which may simply “employ” math-
ematical concepts from other subject areas. In this scenario, the DPA model is
more appropriate; it allows the approximated word-topics to remain unaffected
by the symbols. Therefore, we may represent a document as a mixture of much
more refined word topics and symbol topics, as opposed to a mixture of broader
topics which are essentially combined word and symbol topics.
9.3 Final Remarks
To summarise, in this thesis, we have explored in depth mathematical document
classification via latent topic models. In particular, we focus on the claim that
accurate mathematical document classification requires the inclusion of symbol
data. We have primarily used semi-supervised approaches where we utilise a
partially labelled corpus of mathematical documents for training. We investigate
existing latent topic models and develop interesting extensions to operate on sep-
arate word and symbol vocabularies. Furthermore, we develop fast and efficient
inference methods for parameter estimation.
We conclude that the mathematical documents belonging to exactly one of
the most common subject areas exhibit strong similarities of the mixtures of
terminologies used, where these mixtures strongly correlate to the mathematical
subject areas. Furthermore, we conclude that mathematical documents which
cover multiple subject areas also exhibit strong similarities of the mixtures of
notational conventions, where the various combinations of word terminology and
notational conventions strongly correlate with mathematical subject areas.
Finally, the latent topic models presented in this thesis are not restricted to
the domain of mathematical document classification. These models generalise to
apply any classification scenario where observations can be assumed as collections
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of discrete data spanning dual feature spaces, and furthermore, naturally extends
to future directions of research in these respective fields.
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The arXiv project [51] which started in August 1991, is a highly-automated
electronic archive and distribution server for scientific research articles. Authors
who submit articles are encouraged to submit LATEX source code as well as a
compiled PDF file. At the time of print, the arXiv had recently accepted it one
millionth submission1.
The ArXMLiv project [52] aims to translate the entire collection of the sci-
entific publications from the arXiv from LATEX source code into XML format (in
particular MathML).
A.2 Mathematics Subject Classification
The Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) scheme [19] is an article labelling







11-00 General reference works
11Axx Elementary number Theory
11A05 Multiplicative structure; Euclidean algorithm; greatest
common divisors





Figure A-1: Snippet of the MSC scheme.
Each MSC code is a five-character alphanumeric string which follows a hierar-
chical scheme. An MSC code can be two, three or five characters long depending
how specific the classification is. The first two characters are numeric which cor-
responds to which first level class belongs to the document. The third character is
a single Latin character (or possibly “-” for some special cases) which corresponds
to which specific area of the first level class. The fourth and fifth characters are
numeric which corresponds to a more precise area of the first and second level




In this section, we provide the expanded forms of the expectations given in the
evidence lower bounds of the variational distributions of LDA, DLDA, PA and
DPA. The expectations come in one of the following six forms:
1. Eq[log p(θd|α)] where p(θd|α) denotes the probability that θd is drawn from
a Dirichlet distribution with parameter α.
2. Eq[log q(β|λ)] where q(β|λ) denotes the probability that each row of β is
drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter given by each row of λ
respectively.
3. Eq[log p(β|η)] where p(β|η) denotes the probability that each row of β is
drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter η.
4. Eq[log p(zd|θd)] where p(zd|θd) denotes the probability that each row of zd
is drawn from a Categorical distribution with parameter θd.
5. Eq[log q(zd|φd)] where q(zd|φd) denotes the probability that each row of zd
is drawn from a Categorical distribution with parameter given by each row
of φd respectively.
6. Eq[log p(wd|zd,β)] where p(wd|zd,β) denotes the probability that the each
row wdn is drawn from Categorical distributions with parameter given by
βzdn .
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B.1 Expanding Eq[log p(θd|α)]
This is the case where p(θd|α) denotes the probability that θd is drawn from a
Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. We start by expanding p(θd|α) using
to the probability density function of the Dirichlet distribution to give










where K is the length of the row vector θd. Rearranging to give a sum of logs
yields
Eq[log p(θd|α)] = − logB(α) +
K∑
j=1
(αj − 1)Eq[log θdj|α]
Finally, expanding B(α) yields the expanded expectation








((αj − 1)Eq[log θdj]− log Γ(αj))
B.2 Expanding Eq[log q(β|λ)]
This is the case where q(β|λ) denotes the probability that each row of β is drawn
from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter given by each row of λ respectively.






where K is the number of rows in β, and q(βj|λj) denotes the probability that
βj is drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter λj. Rearranging to give









Finally, we note that the inner expectation is of the required form of the case
outlined in the previous section. Using the expanded form of this expectation













((λjv − 1)Eq[log βjv]− log Γ(λjv))
)
where V is the number of columns in β.
B.3 Expanding Eq[log p(β|η)]
This is the case where p(β|η) denotes the probability that each row of β is drawn
from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter η. Since the rows of β are condi-





where K is the number of rows in β and p(βj|η) denotes the probability that βj
is drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter η. Rearranging to give a








Finally, we note that the inner expectation is of the required form outlined in
Appendix B.1. Substituting in the expanded form of this expectation yields the
expanded expectation



















where V is the number of columns in β.
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B.4 Expanding Eq[log p(zd|θd)]
This is the case where p(zd|θd) denotes the probability that each row of zd is
drawn from a Categorical distribution with parameter θd. Since the rows of zd






where Nd is the number of rows in zd and p(zdn|θd) denotes the probability that
zdn is drawn from a Categorical distribution with parameter θd. Rearranging to





Finally, we rearrange using the probability density function of the Categorical







where K is the number of columns in zd.
B.5 Expanding Eq[log q(zd|φd)]
This is the case where q(zd|φd) denotes the probability that each row of zd is
drawn from a Categorical distribution with parameter given by each row of φd
respectively. Since each of the rows zdn depends on φd through φdn only, we






where Nd is the number of rows in zd and q(zdn|φdn) denotes the probability that
zdn is drawn from a Categorical distribution with parameter φdn. Rearranging





Finally, we note that the inner expectation is of the required form outlined in








where K is the number of columns in zd.
B.6 Expanding Eq[log p(wd|zd,β)]
This is the case where p(wd|zd,β) denotes the probability that each of the each
row wdn is drawn from Categorical distributions with parameter given by βzdn .
Since each of the rows wdn depend on zd through zdn only, we factorise p(wd|zd,β)





where Nd is the number of rows of wd. Using the that we can rewrite p(wdn|zdn)
as the probability density function of the Categorical distribution characterised








Plugging in the probability density function of the Categorical distribution
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Eq[zdnj log βjwdn ]


















In this section, we outline various machine learning and document classification
techniques. In particular, the methods used in this thesis and similar research
areas.
C.1 Discriminative and Generative Models
The main objective of an object classification problem (in the simplest scenario)
is to determine the most likely class label cˆ for some data point xˆ, given a
set of independent training observations X = {x1, . . . ,xN} and corresponding
labels c = {c1, . . . , cN}. This requires evaluating the conditional distribution
p(cˆ|xˆ,X, c). In this section, we outline two approaches of determining this dis-
tribution as described in [15] and [53]: the discriminative approach, and the
generative approach.
The discriminative approach is to determine a probability mapping from the
input data x and the class labels c over some model parameters θ. We define
the conditional distribution p(c|x,θ), where θ is the set of parameters governing
the relationship between the input data and the labels. The likelihood function
is then given by




which can be combined with the prior p(θ) to give the joint distribution p(θ, c|X)
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from which we can obtain the posterior distribution
p(θ|X, c) = p(θ)L(θ)
p(c|X)
where p(c|X) = ´ p(θ)L(θ)dθ. Predictions can then be made by marginalising




In practice these integrations are rarely tractable so approximation must be used.
If there is sufficient training data, a point estimate for θ can be made by maximis-
ing the posterior distribution p(θ|X, c) to give θˆ and the predictive distribution
can be approximated using
p(cˆ|xˆ,X, c) ≈ p(cˆ|xˆ, θˆ)
Discriminative approaches make no explicit attempt to model the underlying
distributions of the variables and features in a system and are only interested in
optimising a mapping from the inputs to the desired outputs [54] [55].
By contrast, the generative approach is to model the entire system as being
generated from a generator θ (a set of parameters) and then use Bayesian methods
to obtain the relevant conditional distribution.
We first model the joint distribution p(x, c|θ) of data points and labels, condi-
tioned on a set of parameters θ. This can be done by learning the class prior prob-
abilities p(c|pi) for the classes along with the class-conditional densities p(x|c,λ)
separately, so that
p(x, c|θ) = p(c|pi)p(x|c,λ)
where θ = {pi,λ}. Since the data points are assumed to be independent, the
joint distribution is given by




which can be maximised to determine the most probable value of θ. Since
p(X, c,θ) = p(θ|X, c)p(X, c), this is equivalent to maximising the posterior dis-
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tribution p(θ|X, c). The required posterior probabilities can then obtained by
using Bayes’ theorem:
p(c|x,θ) = p(x, c|θ)∑
c′ p(x, c
′|θ)
Versatility is inherent when working in the joint distribution space since we can
insert knowledge about the relationships between, for example, variables, inde-
pendence, and prior distributions. In particular, this includes all variables in the
system, unobserved, observed, input or output variables which make generative
probability distributions a very flexible modelling tool [54]. Compared with dis-
criminative approaches, generative models typically have the advantage that they
can handle missing data or partially labelled data [53].
C.2 Nearest Neighbour Methods
The idea of nearest neighbour classification is as follows: given a training set
of N observations xn, and corresponding binary labels yn, we classify a new
observation x∗ by selecting class of the observation in the training set which is
the shortest distance from x∗. This process is the one-nearest neighbour approach
and generalises further to the K-nearest neighbours approach by instead selecting
the K nearest data points to a new observation and assign the most common label
amongst them. Simple nearest neighbour search algorithms are given in [56].
We may wish to weight the evidence of neighbours close to an unclassified
observation more heavily than the instances which are at a greater distance. We
may achieve a lower probability of misclassification by using a weighted K nearest
neighbour classification [57]. In the experiments in this thesis, we use an inverse-
distance weighting. That is, we weight the influence of the training data by the
inverse of the distance of each training observation to x∗.
Formally, we define the K-nearest neighbour classification according to [58]:











where wn denotes the weighting for observation xn. The decision depends on K
and x∗ through the weight vector w, for example, the inverse-distance weighting
for K nearest neighbour classification is given by
wn =
d(xn,x∗)−1 if xn is among the K nearest neighbours of x∗0 otherwise
where d is some distance function.
Distance Metrics
We may use any distance metric in the weights which determine the K nearest
neighbours. In our experiments, the observations reside in the probability sim-
plex: the space of vectors whose entries lie between zero and one inclusive and
sum to one. The usual Euclidean distance metric is not appropriate here; instead,








Efficient nearest neighbour search algorithms in the probability simplex are
described in [38].
Decision Thresholds
Under the above formulation, given an observation x∗, we assign it the most label
common label amongst the K closest neighbours (according to a pre-specified
weighting and distance metric). In some scenarios, including the work in this
thesis, we may wish to assign a positive label if there is a sufficient number
of examples which are close, but perhaps not the closest. We address this by
refactoring the classification process as a score based system.






which takes values in the interval [0, 1]. Using this score function, we rewrite
the decision function g(x∗) as
g(x∗) =
1 if score(x∗) > 0.50 otherwise
Instead of predicting a positive class when the score is greater than the fixed
value 0.5, we may instead use an arbitrary value t ∈ [0, 1] which gives our the
decision threshold based decision function to
g(x∗) =
1 if score(x∗) > t0 otherwise
Multi-label Classification
We can generalise binary classification (where each observation belongs to exactly
one of two classes) to multi-label classification (where each observation may be-
long to multiple classes simultaneously) by constructing an ensemble of per-class
binary classifiers.
Given an ensemble of classifiers g1, . . . , gC which predict whether a document
belongs to classes 1, . . . , C respectively. The multi-labelled decision function be-
comes
g(x∗) = [g1(x∗), . . . , gC(x∗)]
C.3 Performance Measures
In this section, we outline the performance measures used in this thesis. In
particular, we introduce the performance measures for multi-label and multi-class
classification described in [59].
Notation Suppose we have a set of D labelled documents across C classes.









1 if document d is predicted to belong to class i
0 otherwise
C.4 Multi-label Performance Measures
We define the following multi-label performance measures.
Exact Match Ratio The Exact Match Ratio [40] measures per-document ex-







The Exact Match Ratio an all-or-nothing measure, any document which has
a single misclassification will count negatively towards this score. In this thesis,
the level of labelling between authors is inconsistent, and thus the Exact Match
Ratio turns out to be a fairly unhelpful performance measure. For example, an
author may not bother to include labels for the minor categories appearing in a
document yet a strong classifier may correctly predict a positive label on these
minor categories but will contribute negatively to the exact match ratio. These
inconsistencies between authors are the basis of the “Author Labelling Problem”
which we describe in Section 3.2.
Labelling F-Score The Labelling F-Score [40] measures per-document classi-









i=1 Ldi + Lˆdi
This measure evaluates performance at the document level. In particular, how
well a classifier labels an unseen document. This is the most appropriate perfor-
mance measure for the experiments in this thesis.
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C.5 Multi-class Performance Measures
In this section, we present some performance measures for this scenario given in
[59]. The multi-class scenario, in contrast to the multi-label scenario, is when the
observations take exactly one of the multiple labels.
The micro-averaged performance measures present below provide an insight
into the per-class effectiveness of multi-labelled classification and are the per-
formance measures which appear in [12] and [13]. We present these multi-class
performance measures, in particular, the micro-averaged F-Score so we can di-
rectly compare our results.
We define the performance measures in this section in terms of per-class true


















Average Accuracy The Average Accuracy measures the average per class







tpi + fni + fpi + tni
This measure is fairly useless with large numbers of classes; for example, an
ensemble of trivial (and useless) “reject all” classifiers on balanced datasets will
have very high Average Accuracy due to the large numbers of true negatives.
Micro-averaged Precision The Micro-averaged Precision measures the aver-





i=1 tpi + fpi
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A classifier will yield high micro-averaged precision for consistently small numbers
of per-class false positives.
Micro-averaged Recall The micro-averaged Recall measures the average per




i=1 tpi + fni
A classifier will yield high micro-averaged Recall for consistently small numbers
of per-class false negatives.
Micro-averaged F-Score The micro-averaged F-Score measures the overall










Figures D-1 to D-4 show heat-maps highlighting the per-class confusion of of
multi-labelled classification via LDA, DLDA, PA and DPA. We evaluate the
confusion between classes by calculating the following three classification/mis-
classification rates:
1. The true positive rates of each class i: the percentages of condition positives
of class i that are true positives.
2. The false negative rates of each class i over each other class j: the percent-
ages condition positives of class i which are both false negatives on class i
and false positives on class j.
3. The null classification rates of each class i: the percentage of contrition
positives of class i that have been predicted to belong to exactly zero classes.
The entries on the diagonal correspond to the per-class true positive rates,
and the ijth entry denotes the false negative rates of class i broken down by
false positives over class j. The final column corresponds to the rates of null
predictions of each class; it is possible for the classifiers to yield no positive
predictions. The intensities of green and red correspond to the strengths of the
rates of classification and misclassification respectively, and we sort the rows and



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this section, we provide example code for MathML presentaion markup and
MathML content markup.
E.1 Presentation MathML
Below we provide example code for the MathML presentation markup of the ex-




















Listing E.1: Example MathML presentation markup

























Figure E-1: Graph of the MathML presentation markup of the expression cosA =
1− 2 sin2 A
2
E.2 Content MathML
Below we provide example code for the MathML content markup of the expres-































Listing E.2: Example MathML content markup





















Figure E-2: Graph of the MathML content markup of the expression cosA =
1− 2 sin2 A
2
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